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Ail the news that's fit to prifit
WEEKLY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
•
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FR
IDAY, AUGUST 7, 1908
•
TRIALS ARE BEGUN
OF ALLEGED NIGHT RIDERS AT
MURRAY
Case Against Jake Ellis the First
Called and Defense is Trying To
Cause Delay—Soldiers There
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 6.—The
trial of alleged Night Riders was be-
gun here this morning all the other
business before the court having
been disposed of so that the balance
of this week and all of next might
be devoted exclusively to these
cases of which there are between
fifty and seventy-five on the docket.
The first case called was that
against Jake Ellis. In this the at-
torneys for the defense are trying to
secure a postponement on the
grounds that several of their most
important witnesses are not present.




A. E. Brawner returned to St.
Louis this morning alter visiting
his family at Mrs. F. M. Byars.
Will Anderson, of Acme Mills,
has accepted a position with W. H.
Small & Co., of Evansville.
Miss Minnie Turner has resigned
her position with the Commercial &
Savings Bank.
Miss Katie Guthrie, of Clarksville,
is the guest of Mrs. Mary Callis._
Miss Nora Higgins has returned
from a visit to Miss Ruth Adams in
the country.
John Bell is in New York.
Judge T. J. Nunn, of Madison-
ville, was in the city yesterday.
Judge Nunn is one of the justices of
the court of appeals.
Mrs. L. Nash has returned from .a
visit to Louisville.
Phillip Thompson, of Cadiz, is here
today.
Ettrtigiss' Hancock, of Memphis, is
kere visiting his parents. Mr. and 
/Mrs. T. R. Hancock.
SET FOR TRIAL
Case Against Jno Kelly Will Be Heard
The Last of September.
PADUCAH, Ky., Aug. 6.—The
case of John W. Kelly, former mas-
ter commissioner of Trigg county,
,...,..sharged with misappropriating trust
funds, has been set for the last week
in September. The case was trans-
ferred to the McCracken circuit
court, on account of allegations that
it would be impossible to get a fair
trial in Trigg county. The case will
come up at the regular term.
STATE COMMITTEE
TO Manage the Democratic Campaign
is Selected.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 6.—At
a meeting participated in by Con-
gressman Ben Johnson, chairman
of the Democratic state committee;
Henry R. Prewitt, Senator John
A. Donaldson, IA the Sixth
district, and W. A. Berry, of the
First district, held at the Seelba
ch
hotel, the members of the state ca
m-
paign committee to assist Chairman
Johnson were selected as follows:
Judge Allie W. Young, Morehead;
Judge Lewis McQuown, Frankfort;
J. T. Griffith, Warsaw; S. W. Ha-
ger, Ashland; P. S. Maxwell, Mar-
ion.
Chairman Johnson stated that
this committee would meet next
Tuesday at noon at the Seelbach to
elect a secretary. Congressman
011ie James participated in the con-




WILL LECTURE AT THE COURT-
HOUSE TONIGHT
His Subject Will Be " The Advantage
of More Education."—Everybody
Is Invited to Hear Him.
(From Thursday's Daily)
Today has been another good one
for the teachers' institute. This
morning Miss Westcott and Dr.
Kinnaman both continued their
subjects of yesterday, these being
"Primary Reading," and "Object
Teaching," respectively. Both
showed that the subjects had by no
means been exhausted and many
new things were shown the teachers..
Mrs. Charles P. Weaver, of Louis-
ville, in a talk to the teachers, this
morning explained the purpose and
plans of the School Improvement
league. A county league will be
organized here tomorrovi morning
at 11 o'clock and the teachers desire
the co-operation of all citizens,
whether they are officially connect-
ed with the schools or not, and in-
vite them to be present at the cir-
cuit courtroom tomorrow morning
when the league is formed.
Tonight at 8 o'clock Dr. Kinlia-
man will give a public lecture at the
courthouse, his subject being "The
Advantages of More Education."
Dr. Kinnaman is a most interesting
and fluent speaker and his address
will be a treat. Everybody is in-
vited to hear him.
The following teachers are enroll-
ed:
Misses Mary Atkins,Emma Arm-
strong, Dovie Anderson, Etta Bruff,
Belle Berry, Maytie Barker, Minnie
Brame, Lillian Brasher, Lula Boyd.
Maude Blane, Ethel Brown, Otey
Bartley, Bertha Burchett, Hallie
Clark, Eula Cranor, Olive Cato, Jes-
sie Cullom, Theresa Cannon, Cassie
Dillman. Ozie Denton, Lula Earle,
Addle Fuller, Lena Foster, Georgia
Fruit, Myers Fruit, Lora Goodwin,
Myrtle:Gilkey, Susie Goode, Florence
Gray, Bessie Gray, Annie Hord,
Mildred Hall: Mable Hille, Ida Jones
Stacey Jenkins, Pearl Jenkins, Rosa
King, Minnie King, Fannie Lacey,
Ruby Lackey,Katherine Major,Cora
Means, Bessie Milarn, Elizabeth
Nance, Ada Pepper, Norma Parker,
Mattie Poindexter, Blanche Parker,
Jean Pollard, Nannie Putman, Sadie
Redd, Hattie Robinson, Elizabeth
Rascoe, Mary Sargeant, Leans Size-
more, Worth Smith, Mollie B. Stev-
enson, Jessie Stevenson, Bobby Ter-
ry, Lucy Towns, Bertha Turner,
ttichie Williams, Lurline Wadling-
ton, Annie Bruff, Lizzie Smithson,
Gladys Bartley; Mesdames A. L.
Spain, E. G. Callis, Annie Wright,
Nora Williamson, Minnie Renshaw,
Charles McComb, Myrtle Meyers,
John Keith, J. B. Fisher, Jimmie
Jenkins; Messrs. J. g. Brown, J. M.
Burnett, R. C. Crick, W. H. Cor-
nelius, F. L. Hamby, John Keith,
Harvey Rawls, Omer P'Pool, Roscoe
Pool, J. M. Parker, C. F. Milam,
Earnest Martin, Rance McIntosii,
Wallace Lacey, John Wade, Thomas
Wood,.H. II. West, and B. E. Thom.
Cured Her Turkeys. '
L. G. Botkins, Paris, Ky., says:
"My wife gave her turkeys Burbon
Poultry Cure when they were dying
and it cured them. It is the best




Contract to be Let.
Sealed bids will be securedifrom
now until Aug. 15th for the building
of 2 miles more or less of turnpike on
Crofton and Princeton roads near
Crofton. Specifications can be had
by applying to any of the following
commissioners. Rights reserved to
reject any and all bids. Bids to be







The Best Salve In 11
SOLID PLATFORMS
MUST BE CONSTRUCTED AT
BOTH DEPOTS, SAYS CITY
Objections Filed to Action of Roads
In Using Loose Screenings in
Making Their Platforms.
•••
The old wooden platform which
has don duty so long at the Illinois
Central depot has been torn away
and cinders and screenings are be-
ing put down instead. The old log
girders which held the planks are
being made to serve as curbing to
hold in the cinders and screenings
and naturally the looks of the plat-
form suffers much thereby. ed.
The city officials have protested Up to today Chief Ro
per has
against the construction of such a three hundred and six t
ags. He
platform and now have the matter ordered three hundr
ed tags at
up with the officials of the road.
The city claims that an ordinance
which makes it obligatory to lay
only concrete sidewalks with con-
crete curbing in the business dis-
trict, applies to the platform which
the railroad is putting in; that al-
though the platform is private prop-
erty it is for the use of the public
and can thus be controlled. The
city demands that the screenings be
made solid by the use of concrete
and that the unsightly logs be re--
moved and either stone or concrete
be used to confine the filling of the
platform.
The same demand has been made
of the Louisville & Nashville rail-
road in reference to the platform
surrounding its depot. Several years
ago this road surrounded its plat-
form with a stone wall, provided
with stone steps and filled in with
screenings. So far as the wall and
steps are concerned the city has no
kick coming but they want the loose
screenings to be covered over with
concrete.
Name Was Wrong.
In the account in yesterday's NEW
ERA of a suit for damages the name
of the plaintiff wais given as T. B.
Pendleton. This should have been
T. B. Templeton.
TIME EXTENDED I REIGN OF TERROR
IN WHICH DOG TAGS MAY BE
SECURED.
Next Monday is Positively The Last
Chance.—More Dogs Here This
Year Than Last.
The city authorities have decided
to extend the time in which all dogs
are to be tagged to show that the,
dollar tax on them has been paid,
to next Monday. This is positively
the last call though and the owners
of all dogs wholare not wearing tags
by that time will be liable to a fine




but seeing that this would not be
enough to supply the demand he
put in an additional order for two
hundred tags. These are expected
now at any time and then he can
supply all comers,
One amusing. thing has been
brought to light by the new dog law
in tlopkinsville. Last year the as-
sessor books showed only one hun-
dred and twenty eight dogs in Hop-
kinsville listed for taxation. Already
three hundred and six tags have
been sold and more will be disposed
of before next Monday. Where did
these extra dogs come from?
DIES OF CONSUMPTION
Mrs. Annie Berry Succumbed To
White Plague Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Berry, aged thirty-
three years, died Wednesday at her
home on the Will Walker farm on
the Russellville pike. Consumption
caused her death. She was a inos
estimable woman and her husband
and two childrem survive her. I
n-
terment took place in the Moseley
burying ground this afternoon.
oney Back
on all cash tickets dated
July 1st
Bring them in quick they are
worthless after AUG 16.
Tickets given with each
cash purchase this
month.
W T Cooper& Co.
ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE!
Tuesday, Aug, 11th, 1908
At 10 O'clock a. m. on the Premises of the La
te S.
M. McKee, near Bolivar, Ky.,
We will sell at public outcry to the highest an
d best bidder all the stock
and tools on said farm. One gentle Harness a
nd Saddle Horse, Four Good
Mules,Binder, Plows, Harness, about 16 bbls.
 old corn, etc.
Terms. Ten dollars a
nd under cash, over ten dollars four month
s time
• without interest if paid at maturity. If
 not paid at maturity
to bear interest from date. 
d3t
Planters Bank & Trust Co., Adm.
PREVAILS IN THE COAL MINING
REGION OF ALABAMA
Deeds Of Violence Are of Almost
Hourly Occurrence and Regiment
of Troops May Be Ordered Out.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Aug. 6.—
Yesterday was by far the most
turbulent of the coal miners' strike.
The lynching of the negro, Will
Miller, a union miner, charged with
dynamiting at Brighton, was follow-
ed by the arrest of two Deputy Sher-
iffs, Lon Tyler and Bruce Tyler,
charged with killing the negro.
Strong feeling over the strike fol-
lowed by a quarrel led to the killing
this morning of Albert Fletcher, a
negro, at New Castle, by Constable
Will Ellard.
Two deputy sheriffs were kidnapp-
ed by strikers at Jett mines and tied
to a tree. Another house was dyna-
mited at Wylarn, the shock being so
severe as to throw the inmates out
of bed.
Sheriff Higdon, after a conference
with Gov.Comer today,issued orders
that no assemblies of men are to be
allowed near the mines; that march-
ing groups are not allowed to go
along the high ways from mine to
mine; that all meetings will be at-
tended by deputies and incendiary
speakers will be arrested, and that
discharging of firearms will not be
permitted.
Gov. Corner will probably place
the entire First Alabama regiment
in the district before the end of the
week.
W. R. Fairley, leader of the min-
ers, issued a statement in which he
arraigns the governor, charging him
with being in sympathy with the
mine owners and doing all in his
power to injure the miners' cause.
Coroner Paris spent the day at
Brighton investigating the lynching
I the negro Miller at Brighton, and
i is understood that the lynching
was done by not more than five men.
It is said that other deputies will be
implicated in the crime. Brighton
citizens regard the lynching as es-
pecially lamentable because the
man hangedjs not believed to 'have
had anything to do with the dyna-
miting of which he was charged.
The home of John Hugico, a P o
at No. 5 Mines, beyond Ensley, was
dynamited. Deputies who were
nearby gave chase to six men, and
considerable firing followed. Dogs
were brought out and the fleehog
men threw dynamite at them.
The trail led to an Ttalian boarding
house, and six men were arrested,
one of them having a bullet wound
in the head.
Just as a mass-meeting was being
held at Brighton, ten miles south of
Birmingham, near the Woodward
mines, last night, deputies brought
in Will Miller, a negro charged with
complicity in the dynamiting of the
house of Finley Fuller night before
last. The mass-meeting was com-
posed of prominent citizens of t
he
place, and resolutions were adopted
that there would be no lawlessness
allowed in the community. Today
when a deputy sheriff was sent 
to
Brighton to get Miller and bring him
to the county jail in Birmingham,
 it
was discovered that the little cala-
boose had been broken into and the
body of Miller was found in the
woods hanging to a tree. He had
been lynched. The greatest excite-
ment prevails around Brighton, and
ferther trouble is imminent. There
is no telling who did the lynching.
Another house was blown up at
Wylam, in the western part of the
county, but no one was hurt. Two
Arests have been made.
CARDINAL ILL
ROME, Aug. 6.—Cardinal Gib-
bons, of the Catholic church, was
stricken with an intestinal trouble
today and his condition as serious.
Had to be Drenched.
T. F. Gannon, Avon, Ky., says:
"I cured my hogs of a very bad case
of cholera with Bourbon Hog Chol-
era Remedy. Several of these hogs
could not eat and I had to drench




HLED A VERY BUSY SESSION
TUESDAY.
111,1=0mm
Road Matters Receive Much of The
Magistrates Attention.—Sheep
Claims Allowed.
The fiscal court held a busy session
Tuesday.
The report of Frank Rives, com-
missioner to make settlement for
1907 with Sheriff David Smith, was
filed and Judge Prowse, Magistrates
Morris and Parker and County At-
torney Duffy were appointed to go-
over the settlement and report to
the court.
E. M. Jones was appointed as a
committee to solicit funds tor the
building of the Newstead pike. He
was empowered to expend such
money for the hauling of rock upon
the road.
L. R. Davis and Ed Higgins were
appointed as commissioners to act
with the road supervisor in letting
a contract for one and three-quarter
miles of pike which is to be built
on the Crofton and Greenville road.
'Claims amounting to $324 were
allowed for sheep alleged to have
been killed by dogs and the claims
were ordereu to be certified to the
state auditor for payment.
gagistrates W. L. Parker and J.
M. Morris ael Judge Prowse were
named as a committee to float a
loan of $5,000 at the lowest rate of
interest possible. to be due Decem-
ber 1,
Several matters pertaining to the
maintenance of public roads were
disposed of, these referring princi-
pally. to culverts.
EARL BROADOUS
Administers Discipline to a "Cussee"
at Henderson.
The Henderson Gleaner gives the
following account of a fight which
occurred in that offiCe in which Earl
Broaddus, formerly of Hopkinsville
and a compositor in the New Era
office, was one of the principals:
•'About one o'clock Tuesday after-
noon, N. R. Dill came into the
Gleaner office and proceeded to air
his objections to an article in this
paper, and interspersed his talk
with some "cuss" words, in the
presence of the ladies who are em-
ployed there. Earl Broaddus, who
is the linotype operator, asked Dill
to cease using that kind of language
in the presence of the ladies, and
Dill, in answer thereto, punched
Broaddus in the face. Broaddus
was soon on his mettle, and actively
and successfully flow ed Dill, and
churned his head against the floor,
giving him about the severest drub-
bing that he has ever had. Broad-
dus weighs about 130 and Dill will
probably tip the beam at about 200.
Dill was slated by Chief Held on
breach of the peace charges and will
probably have his trial this after-
noon."
ENORMOUS LOSS
MIDWAY, Ky., Aug. 6.—A prop-
erty loss of from $300,000 to $400,000
was caused last night when six ware-
houses of the Greenbaum distillery
were destroyed by fire. The United
State government will suffer a con-
structive loss of $2,600,000 on account
of the loss of the tax on the whiskey
stored in the warehouse. The
distillery and warehouses caught
fire last night at 10 o'clock, and the
flames spread to adjoining build-
ings. The local department was
unable to cope with the fire, and an




The Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Saturday afternoon at 4
o'clock at Hotel Latham. \./
—
Driting's New Lilie Pills







What De They Cure/
The above question is often asked con-
cerning Dr. Pierce's two leading tuedi-
eines, "Golden Medical Discovery" and
"Favorite Prescription."
The answer is that "Golden Medical
Discovery" is a most potent alterative or
blood-purifier, and tonic or invigorator
and acts espocially favorably in a cura-
tive way upon all the mucous lining sur-
faces, as of the nasal passages, throat.
bronchial tubes, stomach, bowels and
bladde uring a large per cent. of catar-
rhal c s whether e disease affects the
nasal pa ges, the t at, larynx, bron-
chia, stomac as cat r 1 dyspepsia),
bowels.( as m . bladder,
uterus or other r vic org taen in




is • power u yet gen y acting invig rat-
ing tonic and nervine. For weak worn-
out, over-worked women—no matter what
has caused the break-don, "Favorite
Prescription " will be found most effective
in building up the strength, regulating
the womanly functions, subduing pain
and bringing about a healthy, vigorous
condition of the whole system.
A book of particulars wraps each bottle
giving the formulm of both medicines and
quoting what scores of eminent med-
ical authors, whose works are consulted
by physicians of all the schools of practice
as guides in prescribing, say of each in-
gredient entering into these medicines.
The words of praise bestowed ,on the
several ingredients entering into Doctor
Pierce's medicines by such writers should
have more weight than any amount of
non - professional testimonials. because
such men are writing for the guidance of
their medical brethren and know whereof
they speak.
Both medicines are non-alcoholic, non-
secret, and contain no harmful habit-
forming drugs, being composed of glyceric
extracts of the roots of native, American
medicinal forest plants. They are both
sold by dealers in medicine. You can't
afford to accept as a substitute for one of
these medicines of known composition,
any secret nostrum.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets, small, sugar-coated,
easy to take as candy, regulate and in-
vigorate stomach, live- and bowels.
18.1alinN .• a-






The Illinois Central will seil round
trip tickets to Lexington, Ky.. Sep-
tember 21-24, 1908, account grand
lodge, Knights of Pythias of Ken-
tucky. Rates one first class fare
plus 26 cts.
G. R. Newman Agent.
Real Estate.
List your property for sale with
Wood & Wood real estate agents.
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-2. ft.d-w
OR.RING'S NEW DISCOVER1
WW Sorely Stop That Couch.
only in their night shirts.
Hung in a Row.
The negroes were all strung up in
a row and after accomplishing their
fearful work the mob quietly dis-
persed leaving the bodies of their
victims banging to the limb.
The lynching had evidently been
carefully planned and every detail
o f t h e arrangements w a ft
I 
carried out. The utmost order and
I quiet was observed, no words being
I spoken and no shots being fired.
Very few of the citizens knew that
any untoward event had occurred
until they awakened at the usual
hour this morning.
News Spreads.
After daylight, when the newts had
been spread, many people went out
to view the swinging beidies. The
bodies were cut down by the officers
and brought here and laid in the
courthouse.
Rufus Browder, the negro who is
charged with having secreted him-
self and killed Mr. Cunningham as
he passed by, is now in Louisville
WEEKLY ILL'NTUCKY NEW ERA.
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JR NEGROES
HUNG BY A MOB
AT RUSSELLVILLE
All Were Swung to a Tree Just Outside of the Town and
Bodies Left There With Note of Warning to Other
Negroes Pinned to the Breast of One.
JAILER WAS FORCED
TO SURRENDER THEM
Mob Worked So Quietly That Citizens Generally
Were Not Awakened From Their Slumbers.
•
No:Shots Fired or Unnecessary
Words Spoken.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug. 1.— for safe keeping. Wheu he was first
At an early hour this morning, from arrested feeling against him was
fifty to one hundred masked men very strong and he had to be kept
entered this place so quietly that no out in a cemetery all night in order
one was awakened from their slum- to keep the mob which had formed
hers. Proceeding in the same omi- from lynching him. Hearin r of the
nously quiet manner to the jail they excitement Guy. Willson dispatched
called Jailer Butts and forced him a:small detail.of Hopkinsville troops
to unlock tne doors of the cells. or
four negroes Virgil Jones, Toni
Jones, Robert Jones and Joe Riley.
charged with being accessories to
the killing of James T. Cunning- a stir as
ham, a white man by Rufus Brow- not needed to preserve order and
der, colored, on July 13. The ne- 1 that the officials were capable of
groes were then led to a point just :handling the situation. The soldiers
outside the city limits where they only remained a short while.
occurred near Keysburg on July 13,
about 10 miles from Guthrie. The
white man discharged the negro
from his employ and was preparing
to settle with him. Owing to a slight
misunderstanding in regard to how
much he owed the negro, Cunning-
The Madisonville Hustler says ofham went to the house to get his
the state meeting of the Christianbook in which accounts with his
Missionary association which is to
be held in Hopkinsville September
21-24:
ed himself in a buggy house and The Churches of Christ in Ken-
opened fire on his former employer tficky 4will hold their annual state
convention at Hopkinsville on Sep-
tember 21-24. The meeting this year
has many unusual features connect-
when he retorned. Three shots from
the negro's revolver struck Cunning-
wound him seriously. Cunningham's
wife, attracted by the shooting,
rushed to her husband, but before
he could make any statement he was
dead.
ham, one in the heart, in the hip and ed with it. It will be the first corn-
in the leg. Cunningham fell dying blued state convention that has been
to the ground, but as he fell he drew held in the last 36 years, the South
his own revolver and fired at the Kentucky convention at Princeton
fleeing negro. One bullet struck having voted this union at Hopkins-
Browder in the back, but did not 
Nellie.
Fur the first time in the history of
the convention every railroad in the
state has declared a rate of one fare
which were then on duty at Guthrie Browdsir escaped, but was disco' -
to the scene. The soldiers had net ered that afternoon by a posse of 150
been requested by the civil aut hori_ men and turned over to Sheriff
ties and their presence created quite Thomas Rhea, of Russellville, who
was on elle spotit was claimed they were
ONE THOUSAND
VISITORS EXPECTED HERE IN
SEPTEMBER.
Occasion Will be The First Annual
Meeting of The Missionary Associ-
ation of Christian Church.
hands were kept.
During his absence Browder secret-
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 1.—
Rufus Browder, the negro who kill- 
Rev. E. L. Powell, President R. H.
ed Mr. Cunningham, near Russell- 
Crossfleld, President J. W. McGar-
were hung to a limb of a famous tree Browder was first taken to: Bowl- 
vey, Rev. H. M. Hamill, President once. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
vine, and who is in jail here, claims H J Derhick, Rev. A. M. McLean,
which did similar duty several years ¶ ing Green for safe keeping but even that he killed his former employer and Rev. C. E. Morgan.
AUG. 7 '
'Cough Caution
Never, positively never poison your lungs. If you
cough—even from a simple cold only—you should
always heal, soothe, and ease the irritated bran.
chial tubes. Don't blindly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how Ajralit things
finally come about. For twenty yeari:Shoop
has constantly warned people not to take oough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now—a little
late though—Congress says "Put it on the label,
If poisons are in your Cough Mixture." Good,
Very good I I Hereafterfor thisvery reason mothers.
and others, should insist on having Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop's
labels—and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
is said to be by those that know it best, a truly re,
markable cough remedy. Take no chance then.
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You can





IT SAVED MY LIFE,
WRITES ECZEMA PATIENT,
Bed-Ridden; Sufferer Completely
Cured by Use of O. D. D. External
Wash.
One of the most remarkable Ecze-
ma cures recently credited to the
well known D. D. D. Prescription
has just been recorded in Chicago.
Mrs. E. Hegg, 1550 West Madison
street, under date of Dec. 9, 1907,
writes as follows:
"I suffered three years with Weep-
ing Eczema. It started with a little
spot on my knees and spread fast
all over my body. I spent oundreds
of dollars and went to every good
doctor I heard of, but kept getting
worse. Nothing would stop the awful
itch and burning.
"I had to stay in bed from the
middle of May to therniddle of July.
Then I tried D. D. D. Prescription
This is the 9th of December and I
mam entirely free from the terrible
disease. D. D. D. saved my life.
"When I began this treatment,
people were afraid of me I looked so
pluse2.5 cents for the round trip, and terrible. My husband was the only
the managers are working hard to one who would care for int, D. D. D.
show their appreciation by having stopped the itch at once so I could
the largest attendance this year that sleep. which I had not done before.
they have ever had. Arrangements Then I began to get better fast and
will be made for those who wish to now my skin is clean and white, not
stop at Maimnoth Cave on the re- a spot anywhere."
turn trip from the convention. Just a few drops of D. D. I). Pres-
No pains have been spared to, cription applied to the ,skin brings
relief—nothing to swallow or drink.make the program the best ever pre-
sented. Among the speakers will
be H. D. Smith, Rev. I. J. Spencer,
We vouch for D. D. D. Pres( ription,
also the cleansing D. D. D. Soap
Get a bottle today if you hive any
skin disease. Begin your cure at
ago. Two of the negroes were clad here it was feared that an attempt in self defense. According to his There is no 
other convention or find it to their interest to investigate
Those desiring life insurance will
gathering to be held in 1908 of such the plans and record of the Mutual
the vital importance to the Disciples of Benefit Life Insurance company of
NewKentucky at th'is convention at - - •ark N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided amoeg policy
Hopkinsville. The question of the holders. It is conspicuous for eceno-
Baptist church union which will be mical management. liberality of IC
iscussed this year makes the con- policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost of your insur
of 
an cc,iy
H. D I,. WAI,A CE. Agt
would be made to get him from the story Mr.
officers. and he was removed to first shot.
Louisville.
Note of Warning.
Pinned to the breast of one of the
negroes was found a note which
read, "Let this be a warning to you
Gus Brannon Selected as President
negroes to let white people alone or
you will go the same way. You





It is said that the four negroes To the general regret of the many
were members of the lodge known as friends of himself and family, Gus
the True Reformers and money Brannon has announced that he is
was being raised with which to to sever his connection with the
Commercial ee Savings Bank and is
secure attorneys to defend Browder.
to leave Hopkinsville. Mr. Brannon
There had been more or less rumor has been selected as president of the
as to what expressions and resolu- Citizens Savings Bank, of Birming-
tions had emanated from this lodge
and a card was published recently
denying some of the reports.
The four negroes were placed un-
der arrest several days ago and had
been in jail ever since. It is said
that they had been doing consider-
able talking and were upholding
Browder in his crime.
The Murder.
ham,Ala., and he will leave for that
city about September 1. His family
will follow him about Octlber 1. It
Is understood that Mr. Brannon's
successor as cashier of the bank here
has been selected but his name has
not been announced.
Sears the The Kind You Have Always Bon.'
&gesture
The murder of Mr. Cunningham ce
vention paramount. rliie slogan for
he year will be "One thousand vis-
tors at Hopk insville."
at 
ilyspepsia CkW Itching Skin Diseases
wAk nn wire% 449..0'4" Are readily cured by Zemo. A liquid
for external use. Zemo gives instant
relief and permanently cures any form
of Itching, Skin or Scalp disease. All
Druggists. Write for sample. E. W.
Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.





Stade to build New Business. A trial Will
make you our permanent customer.
Prize Collection :in.:1.61.7,1 nd;;
lithe finest; Teralp. 7 splendid; Oslow, 8 be:t varle-
tles; 10 Spring-dowering itales—tia vaneties in all.
GCARANTEED TO PLEASE.
Write to-day; Mention this Paper.
SEND 10 CENTS
Weaver postage and packing and receive this valuable
collection of Seeds postpaid, toaetber with my bi
Instructive, Beautiful Sewall and Plant Book,





.For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Iftpature of
_ • a s New Life Pills
The best In the world.
STOCK RE-ARRANGING SALE!
Since moving into our NEW OFFICES it has necessitated a re-arrangement of some of the stocks in our stores. TO 
CLEAN UP AND REDUCE
THESE STOCKS IS OUR DECISION
THE FIRST BIG BARGAIN IS FOUND IN OUR WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT
10,000 Rolls of Wall Paper
In Nice, Pretty
and Up-to-Date
Designs, At One-Fourth 011
If you have Papering to be done this is your opportunity to SAVE MONEY
Sale Gots On Saturday, July 25, 1908 Come Early and Get Your 
Choice
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•
Lesson VI.-Third Quarter, For
Aug. 9, 1908.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, I Sam. xvii, 38-49.
Memory Verses, 48, 49-Golden Text,
Ps. xi, 1-Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.
tetpyright, 1908, by American Press Association.]
We saw in last week's lesson that
after David had been anointed in the
midst of his brethren with oil by Sam-
uel and with the Holy Spirit by God
he returned to his flocks. Saul, being
troubled by an evil spirit by God's
Permission, for if the truth is rejected
God allows delusion to take us (II
Thess. II, 10, 11), was recommended by
his servants to employ one who could
play skillfully on the harp to quiet
and soothe him. David, the son of
Jesse, was mentioned as a suitable
man. He was sent for and came, and
Saul loved him greatly, and he became
his armor bearer, and God gave him
*success in driving away the evil spirit
(xvi, 14-23). After this David returned
again to feed his father's sheep at
Bethlehem (xvii. 15), and doubtless he
cared for the sheep just as cheerfully
as he waited on Saul, perhaps more so,
for there would not be as much of
'God in the atmosphere of Saul's home
as out in the fields with the sheep, but
this spirit of being just as willing to
keep sheep as to serve a king, or vice
,versa, is the great thing, "For any
manner of service wholly at Thy com-
mandment" (I Chron. xxviii, 21). While
David is thus employed in the quiet
home life, being fitted by communion
with God for greater things, like Moses
at Midian, or Paul in Arabia, or John
the Baptist in the wilderness, or Jesus
at Nazareth, the Philistines gather
their armies against Israel, and the
two armies are face to face in battle
array with a valley between them.
Day by day their champion comes
forth in his strength, crying: "I defy
the armies of Israel this day. Give me
a man that we may fight together."
And so it continued morning and even-
ing for forty days (verses 10, 16).
Although Saul was head and shoul-
ders taller than an ordinary man, Go-
liath towered away above him, and, as
It was man against man and God was
left out, both Saul and all Isrftel were
dismayed and greatly afraid, and when
the men of Israel saw the man they
fled from him (verses 11, 24). The
three eldest of David's brethren were
•in Saul's army, and while this state of
things continued Jesse one day sent
David to carry some home food to his
brethren and to see how they fared.
As he talked with his brethren and
asked them of their welfare Goliath
came forth and in his customary style
defied the armies of Israel, and David
heard him and saw Israel flee before
him. All his soul is stirred as he hears
this blasphemer defy the armies of
the living God, and as he sees the re-
proach resting on Israel because of
him he asks, "What shall be done to
the man that killeth this Philistine
Mid taketh away the reproach from
Israel?" His eldest brother heard him
and was angry with him and accused
him' of pride and haughtiness of heart
and of leaving his Sheep to come down
to see the battle.
It is more gratifying to the flesh to
talk back, but a soft answer is God's
wagy. Saul is told of David and his
words, and so he sent for him. To
Saul's great amazement, David offers
to go out and fight Goliath and tells
how God enabled him to kill both a
lion and a bear as he kept his father's
sheep, and he was sure that the same
LOrd would give him victory over this
Philistine. In a very flippant way, as
I 3understand it, Saul said, "Go, and
tht Lord be wit thee" (verse 37). It
sounds somewhat like some of the
"GO bless you's" that we hear.
Words from the heart carry a blessing,
buyk mere lip, words are idle. What a
siiht David must have been with
&Al's armor on, but he was soon rid
of‘it, for, as he said, he had not proved
It. We can only use in the service of
our Lord and in our conflict with the
detil that which we have proved in
out own personal experience, and the
proving in private is often a;geallflia-
tion for a more public experience.
With his staff and his sling and five
smooth stones in his scrip, he went
forth to meet the great God defying
adversary, but conscious that he was
God's man and seeking only the honor
of Jehovah he could say, as he did say,
"I come in the name of the Lord of
hosts, the God Of the armies of Israel,
whom thou hast defied," "that all the
earth may know that there is a God
in Israel and all this assembly shall
know that the Lord saveth not with
sword and spear, for the battle is the
Lord's" (verses 45-47).
What zeal for God! What splendid
confidence in .Him!, What forgetfulness
of self and of people! Gazed upon in
wonder by the many thousands of Is-
rael and with acorn and derision by
the giant and the vast multitude who
relivil upon laini as ttleir champion, he
went forth calmly and fearlessly, with
no thought but that God might be
glorified. Goliath cursed him and said
that he would give his flesh to the
birds and to the beasts, but David
hastened and ran to meet him, and,
taking a stone from his bag, he slung it
with unerring aim in the name and in
the power of Jehovah, and it sank
Into the giant's forehead, and he fel;
upon his face to the earth. Then he
ran again, and, taking the giant's sword
oet..4oWtAkshesth, he stood upon him
and cut off his head and brought it to
armor in his
OLD VETERANS I Settlement 1
Who Wore the Gray in Reunion At
Owensboro. ,
---
OWENSBORO, Ky., July 31. -
The annual reunion of the Second
brigade of United Confederate Vet-
erans of Kentucky convened in Ow-
ensboro and will be in session for
two days. _The meeting is being
held at Hickman park, but the camp
fire is burning at the Daviess coun-
ty armory, and the "boys" who fol-
lowed the stars and bars are retell-
ing their stories ef valor.
There is a large crowd present and
more are arriving on the incoming
trains. The address of welcome was
delivered this mornine by Capt. W.
T.Ellis, who paid an eloquent tribute
to the cause of the Confederacy. Mr.
John Kirk, on behalf of the Sons' of
Confederate Veterans, delivered an
address of we:come. He was follow-
ed by Capt. W. J.Stone, of Kuttawa,
commander of the Second Brigade.
At the close of Capt.Stone's address
a basket dinner was served by the
Daughters' of the Confederacy.
The principal address of the after-
noon was delivered by Capt. Wil-
liam Stanley He was introduced
by his son, Congressmau A. 0.
Stanley, who said that he was not
so good a speaker as his father. Be-
fore the aged veteran had finished
his address, his hearers were :not
surprised at the eloquence possessed
by the Second district representa-
tive.
Every ingredient entering into
the world-famed "Golden Medical
Discovery" of Dr. Pierce, has the
unanimous approval and endorse-
ment of the leading medical author-
ities of all the several schools of
practice. No other medicine sold
through druggists for like purposes
has any such endorsement.
The "Golden Medical Discovery"
not only produces all the good ef-
fects to be obtained from the use of
Golden Semi root, in all stomach,
liver and bowel troubles, in dys-
pepsia, biliousness, constipation,
ulceration of stomach and bowels
and kindred ailments, but the Gold-
en Seal root used in its compound-
pounding is greatly enhanced in its
curative action by other ingredients
such as Stone root, Black Cherry"
bark, Blood root, Mandrake root and
chemically pure, triple-refined gly-
crine.
"The Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser," .is sent free in paper covers
on receipt of 21 one-cent stamps to
pay the cost of mailing only. For 31
stamps the cloth-bound volume will
be.sent. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure




Fiendish Crime at Hot Springs, Ark.,
Woman the Victim.
HOT SPRINGS, Ark., July 31.-
Mrs. N. Pettit, of this city, was at-
tacked by an unknown assailant
who, after beating her almost into
Insensibility, thrust a rag saturated
with arsenic into her mouth, bound
her to her bed with wire and then
tied a number of matches in her
mouth so that they would become
ignited if she moved her head. Two
hours after Mrs. Pettit had been
bound and gagged her husband re-
turned from work and released her.
On being released she fell into a
faint, and .is now in a dangerous
condition from nervous exhaustion.
Teachers Needed.
4 The &emend for qualified teachers
Is greater than the supply. The pres-
ent educational awakening in the
state and the application of the new
school laws are creating many new
positions for qualified men and wo-
men who are engaged in the teach-
ing service. Under the Normal
School law, the board of regents has
the right to issue to students com-
pleting certain courses of study cer-
tificates which entitle them to teach
anywhere in Kentucky without ex-
amination. Eligible persons sixteen
years old and older have a right to
enter the Normal on free tution. An
illustrated catalog giving full infor-
mation mailed on application. Ad-
dress H. H. Cherry, Bowling Green
Ky. dlt
Campaign Contributions.
LINCOLN, Neb., July 31.-
Charles W. Bryan today remitted to
Gov. Haskell, treasurer of the Na-
tional Democratic committee, the
sum of $2,604.96, given by 101 con-
tributors to the campaign fund.
Gov. Haskell telegraphed that two
hours after his selection as treasurer
had been announced $2,780 was con-
tributed by sixty-two local residents



























The tax rate on the above is 50 cents on the 
$100.00 valuation,
divided as heretofore indicated.
SHERIFF'S ROAD AND BRIDGE AND 
GENERAL
ACCOUNT.
To amount due county as shown by 1906 
settlement....  $ 4,706.41
To cash col. from judgment vs. L. B. 
Davis for penalty  2,318.83
To cash borrowed from First National
 Bank Apr. 2, 1907 10,000.00
To cash borrowed from City Bank Aug. 
8th, 1907  5,000.00
To cash from 2472 road polls 
 2,472.00





To 4983 polls at $1.50 each  
. 7,474.50





By 10 per cant. commission on $5,000.00 
 $ 600.00
44 44 $54,354.77  2,174.19
$15,000.00  300 00
each on 449 polls  
112.25
By warrants on road and bridge accou
nts see Schedule A 44,661.02
. By warrants on General fund, see 
Schedule B  31,749.37
By warrants on Poorhouse fund. see Sch





Of David Smith, Sheriff of
Christian Co., Ky.
For the Year 1907
1908, April 6. Filed in my office
Attest: G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk
By W. R. WICKS, D. C.
Settlement by Frank Rives, Commissioner, (appoi
nted by the
Fiscal Court of Christian couaty, Kentucky, on the 9th d
ay of October,
1907) with David Smith, sheriff of said county, of all 
moneys collect-
ed and disbursed by him as Sheriff of said county for th
e year 1907,
and being all disbursements made by him to March 1st,
 1908.
ITEM S -GENERA L -ACCOUNT
Total value of property listed by the Assessor of C
hristian county:
For the year 1906 as shown by the Auditor's report 
...$10,314,610
Additional list as certified by County Clerk 
 19,220
Total for year 1907  
$10,333,830
Items to Be Deducted From 1907 List
Exonerations allowed by County Judge $37,
375
Exonerations allowed by Fiscal Court in matter of
Christian County Bonds held by City Bank
and Bank of Crofton  70,000
Duplicate Assessments  
8,500
Property on Delinquent list, land advertised to
be sold 173,260
Personal property, delinquent list  35,000
Total to be deducted $324, 135
Leaving net balance    $1
0,009,695
The tax rate on the above property for the year 19
07 for road and
bridge fund 23c on the $100.00
For the General fund 11 cts. on the $100.00
For railroad refunding bonds 5 cts. on the $100.00
For 1901 issue of turnpike bonds, 5 cts. on the $100.00
For 1907 issue of turnpike bonds, 6 cts. on the $100.00
All of which is shown by order of the Fiscal Court on
 Order Book
No. 10, at Page No. 93
POLLS.
Total polls listed by the Assessor for the year 1907 
7012
Total polls listed by the Sheriff for the year 1907 
 449
Total polls listed for 1907 
7461
Polls released by the County Judge, 
 71
Polls delinquent list, allowed by the Fiscal Court 
 2148
Polls charged to property to be sold for taxes, 
 218
Polla on personal property delinquent list 
 41
Total to be deducted,  
 2478
Leaving total polls chargeable to the Sheriff, 
 4983
The tax rate on polls for the year, 1907, as fixed by 
order of the
Fiscal Court, see Order Book No. 10 page No. 93
 was $1.50, and for
road tax on those liable for same $1.00
RAILROADS-NATIONAL BANKS-FRANCHISES
 ETC.
Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Henderson Division
44 
44 64 Tangible property $1,064,410
I •
'I








Illinois Central Railroad, Evansville branch
" Tangible property....
Franchise 
Tenneessee Central Tangible property.
 
44 Franchise 
. • • .......
Cadiz Railroad, Tangible property 
Pembroke Light, Power & Water Co. franchis
e 
Hopkinsville Water company
44 Gas and Electric company 
Postal Telegraph & Cable company 
Southern Express company 
Western' Union Telegraph company 
Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Co 
American Telegraph & Telephone Co 
Bank of Hopkinsville 
Planters Bank & Trust company 
Bank of Lafayette 
Farmers & Merchants Bank 
Bank of Crofton 
Bank of Pembroke 
City Bank 
First National Bank 














To balance from Sheriff's settlement 1
906,  $11,579.47
To 6 cts. on the $100.00 on $12,336,60
1 less 31.72 miles of
L. & N. Railroad at $10,500.00 per m




By 4% Commission on $6,001.77 
 $240.07
To R. R. bond coupons due May, 1907,
 1 to 70 inclusive  1,400.00
4011016111,106











Balance in hands of Sheriff $14,541.17
TURNPIKE BOND ACCOUNT ON 1901 BOND ISSUE.
To balance in hands of Sheriff from 1906 settlement on
levy for 1901 bond issue,  $4 953.26
To 5 cts. on the $100.00 on $12,336,016  6,168.30
Total debits.   $11,121.56
CREDITS,
By 4% commission on $6,18.30  $246.73
By coupons due July 1st, 1907, 1 to 150 inclusive  1,876.00








Balance due county $7,124.83




By 4% commission on $7,401.96 




1 otal credits 








Vouchers for amounts paid out by said Sheriff out of 1907 levy
and other monies received by him, as shown by schedules, A. B. C.
D. E. F. are filed herewith as part of this settlement.
State of Kentucky,
Christian County, c
The affiant, David Smith, states that the foregoing settlement
is a true and complete statement of all monies received and collect-
ed by him for the 1907 taxes and back taxes to March 27th 1908 and
of all monies collected by him from other sources and of all monies
disbursed by him out of 1907 levy and other monies reported as col-
lected by him, to March 1st, 1908.
DAVID SMITH, S C C.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by David Smith this 7th
day of April 1908.
G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk,
Christian County Court.
State of Kentucky, Set.
County of Christian, c
The affiant, Frank Rives, commissioner appointed by the fiscal
court of Christian County, Kentucky, to make a settlement with
David Smith, as Sheriff of said county, for the year 1907, hereby
says that the foregoing accounts are true statements of receipts and
disbursements had and made by the said Smith, as said sheriff, for
and during the year, 1907, as disclosed to this affiant by said
Smith; that this settlement was made with said Smith only after a
careful examination and inspection of all receipts, warrants, cou-
pons &c. by this affiant and that same is correct as this affiant be-
lieves as far as said Smith so disclosed the amount of monies receiv-
ed and disbursed by him.
FRANK RIVES.'
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Frank Rives this April
7th 1908.
G. L. CAMPBELL. Clerk.
Cbristian County Court.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6)
MK LATHAM'S GIFT
Makes it Possible For Methodists
To Have a New Church.
When Rev. Geo. H. Means asked
Mr. Latham for a lot on which to
build the new church that the Meth-
odists have projected, and received
a gift of $7,000 for that purpose, no
one who. knows Mr. Latham was
surprised. He has been for many
years Hopkinsville's greatest bene-
factor. The magnificent hotel, sup-
ported year by year at his own ex-
pense, and gives rent free; the splen-
did monument to the Confederate
dead erected solely at his own cost,
and the pikes leading in every di-
rection from the city, are only a few
of the many evidences of Mr. Lath-
am's love for his birthplace, al-
though for many years he has been
a citizen of New York.
The church lot on Main street,
purchased by Mr. Latham's gift, is
an ideal place for a house of wok-
ship. It is on the principal business
street,and yet in a residence portion
of the city, surrounded by splendid
dwellings that will not give way to
business houses for at least a half
century to come. Besides the lot is
so situated that no objectionable
buildings can ever approach it. The
lot, 82%x275 feet, extends from Main
to Water streets. Being a corner
lot with a fine lawn on the opposite
corner and Mr. Forbes' splendid res-
idence on the opposite side with 275
feet in the rear. it is practically iso-
lated. The house, which now rents
for $50 per month. will no doubt be
moved to Water street, and will be
a source of continual income to the
church. The church building will
not cost less than $40,000, and will
be surrounded by the immense shade
trees that now stand on the prem-
ises.
The constant and surprising
growth of Methodism in this city,
makes it neceseary for the Method-
ists to have larger quarters. The
chapel, which has been recently
purchased in the Highlands, con-
tains more than 100 pupils in the
Sunday school, while in the main
church the school within the last
year, has almost doubled its regular
attendance. The Methodists now
have two Bible women, and will
soon have a missionary in a foreign
:and.
These, and many other marks of
permanent growth, as well as the
doubled attendance at the regular
services, make it imperative to build
on a large scale. The contemplated
building will seat at least 1,200 peo-
ple and will be a modern church
throughout. Mr. Latham's generos-
ity has made such,, a structure pos-
sible, and he has the gratitude not
only of the Methodists, but of the
citizens generally.
At a meeting of the board of stew-
ards of the Methodist church last
night it was decided to move the
present residence on the Anderson
lot to the rear of the lot as soon as
practicable, and the regular build-
ing committee was empowered to
make the necessary contracts. The
house will be tamed around and
made to face Sixth avenue and will
retain its full size, appearance and
Conveniences. As the lot is so deep,
275 feet, there will be considerable
space left between the church and
this house and it is proposed to
beautify this in every way possible.
GIRL IS ASSAULTED
POULAR HILL, Ky., Aug 4.-A
horrible crime was perpetrated on
Short creek, between Milltown and
Porland. Miss Emma Beard, aged
twenty years, daughter of Zach
Beard, left her home, horseback and
went to the residence lof Mrs. Aim
Sullins, where she had left some
sewing, On her return home two
men who were masked, sprang from
the bushes, seized the bridle of the
girl's horse, jerked her from the
saddle, threw a cloth over her face
and dragged her into a deep ravine
near by, threatening to kill her if
she resisted or screamed. The men
assaulted ber.
When Miss Beard reached her
home she told her father of the ter-
rible outraga, but she could give no
description of the men, as they were
perfectly disguised.
The people of the 'neighborhood
are terribly wrought up over the
crime, and summary justice will be
dealt if the men are found.
1
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The Democrats are more aggres-
ive in this campaign than they
have been any time since 1892. Fur-
thermore the part is as thoroughly
united, determined, and harmonious
as it was in that famous campaign
which resulted in a great Demo-
cratic landslide. Mr. Bryan has
shown political sagacity in choosing
anteastern man Mr.Norman E.Mack
of Buffalo who is thoroughly identi-
fied with the old Cleveland wing of
the :party, to manage his campaign
and; who at the same iime is a de-
voteid and loyal follower of the
eloquent Nebraskan. It is evident
that the Democrats are going to as-
sume the aggressive, from the start
to finish, and they are going to as-
sault and storm the Republican
breast works all along the line.
Willie Mr. Roosevelt has been a
popular and patriot president, they
point to the fact that the Republican
panty at heart is as bitterly opposed
to him as it is to Bryan. In fact the
Republican party is so thoroughly
wedded to the trusts and corporate
interests, and to the interests of what
Mr. Roosevelt calls the "wealthly
malefactors" that Mr. Roosevelt
has been utterly unable to accomp-
lish any good for the country.
The Great Standard Oil fine of $29-
000,000 has been set aside by Stand-
ard Oil Republican judges and thus
deprived theRepublicans of the:only
legitimate evidence of real results
yet aCcornplished by the Roosevelt
administration. In fact the Republi-
cans in this campaign cannot point
to a single trust that has been"bust-
ed" by the adminstration, nor can itt,
point to a single item of relief that
has been afforded the people as the
result of the Republican administra-
tion. Furthermore they point to the
fact that all of the policies of Mr.
Roosevelt that have excited such
tremendous popularity and approval
were promulgated by Mr. Bryan
long before Mr. Roosevelt ever
thought of them. In other words Mr.
Roosevelt has gained popularity
only by carrying out Mr. Bryan's
principles which were not only
preached by Mr. Bryan but have
been incorporated in Democratic
platforms as well, and are absent
from the Republican platform. In
other words if the people want re-
lief they must look to the Demo-
crats and not to the Republicans.
• The slow merchant has many and
varied ways to avoid advertising for
business. If he happens to sell a
; tele dollars worth of goods, he's too
busy, and if he doesn't sell anything
It's too dull. The whole truth about
the matter is, he's a dead duck, and
!doesn't know it. However, adver-
tising in a judicious and systematic
way can save him if he only knew it.
SCHOOL ELECTION
WAS HELD SATURDAY WITH LIT-
TLE INTEREST MANIFESTED.
Fifty of The Precincts Have Reported
And a List of Those Elected Trus-
tees Therein is Given Here.
The election for schoed trustees
for Christian county under the new
school law, was held Saturday as
scheduled. Owing to the general
lack of understanding of the law the
interest was not as great as it should
have been. It is reported that in
some precincts no election was held
while in nearly all of the precincts
the vote was light.
Unlike the general elections, the
ballot boxes have to be returned to
the county superintendent of public
instruction instead of the county
clerk.
Fifty of the boxes have been re-
turned up to this time and the cer-







































































































An enthusiastic meeting was held
on the pavement in front of the
courthouse Monday afternoon, .the
question under consideration being
the proposed county stock law.
Squire Joe Moseley presided and an
Interesting discussion of the law
and its advantages was held.
The most of those present seemed
to be heartily in favor of the stock
law, they seeming to accept Squire
Moseley's idea that it was cheaper
and less trouble to fence against
one's own stock and that of his ten-
ants than it was to fence against the
stock of all his neighbors as is the
the case whenever it is turned out
on the public highway Besides the
presiding officer. speeches in favor
of the proposed law were made by
J. D. Shepherd and James Rags-
dale and Mayor Meacham told the
country people what a good thing a
stock law was for the city and pro-
phesied the same satisfactory ire-
sults in the country should it be
voted.
D. R. Perry was inclined to go a
little slow in the matter and look at
it from all sides before making it
operative.
MONEY ON HAND.
FRANKFORT, Aug. 4.—The re-
port of state treasurer Farley shows
a balance on hand of $209,000.
..=••••01111..
Mesdames Geo. C. Long, A. H.
Clark and Misses Catherine Long,
Sarah Cooper, Emily Clark, Francis
Campbell, Francis Summers and
Susie Rutherford returned this
morning from Winona Lake.
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RUSSELLVILLE
CITIZENS GUARD THE TOWN
To Protect It From a Mob of Armed Men Who Were
Reported To Be Marching In That Direction.
Mob Failed To Show Up
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug. 4.—
This place spent a wakeful and 'most
unpleasant night last night as the
result of a report which was receiv-
ed that a mob of 200 men was march-
ing on the town. When the report
was received a regular riot alarm
was sounded, whistles being blown,
and bells rung. The citizens respond-
ed promptly and for the balance of
the night the streets were patrolled
by armed bodies of men. According
to the report the mob was comi.ig
from the direction of Allensville,
Cave Spring and Ferguson.
It was not known whether the
members were white or black. A
body of men, heavily armed, was
sent by Sheriff Rhea to guard the
home of Mrs. Cunningham, widow
of the man who was killed.
The rumors proved to be false and
no hostile bands showed up.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug.4.—
Following the indictment of Rufus
Browder for the wilfull murder of
James Cunningham the negro's
counsel informed the court that they
desired to move for a change of
venue, on which motion they desired
to introduce testimony. It is claim-
ed that in view of the present in-
flamed state of public sentiment the
defendant cannot obtain a fair trial
in Logan county.
The court set the hearing of this
motion fol. Monday next and each Full Text of Resolutions Adopted
side is preparing to offer testimony
for and against the motion at that
time.
As only one section of the county
is stirred over this tragedy, it is free-
ly believed that from other sections
of the county there will be no trouble
in obtaining jurors who know noth-
ing of the case.
The charge of Judge Sandidge
was more in the nature of an appeal
to reason than a condemnation of the
mob. His charge was well received
by the large crowd who had as-em-
bled to hear it. The court closed his
remarks by saying that* Brow.ler
must and would be tried in the con-
stitutional way by a jury properly
chosen without the interference of a
mob or otherwise. It is accepted
here as a settled fact that the gov-
ernor will send troops here when
Browder is presented in court. Of- We recognize in Mr. Ewing, a true
ficials and the people generally have 
and loyal friend of the farmer, a
concluded that the governor will or- 
wise leader and safe counselor. The
der them here without regard to
sacrifices he had made in behalf
of the organization he has founded,
have no parallel in the commercial
history of this country.We recognize
him a conservative Christian
gentleman,who believes ih the main-
tenance of law and order, and who
has labored earnestly and zealously
for peace and good will among the
people.
With the highest hopes for the
future we congratulate him and the
executive board on the success they
have achieved; and we hereby urge
Mr. Ewing to continue as our gener-
al manager,and assure him the loyal
suppoittof crur bounty."
After lengthy discussion it was de-
cided not to have a barbecue and
picnic as had been proposed. This
action was for the county as A whole
and did not bind the various pre-
cinct picnics.
The attendance was unusually
good,the city courtroom being rfilled
with members o the association in
addition to the usual Humber of
committeemen. Several talkt were
made, one of these being by S. J.
Lowry, of Garrettaburg, whose re-
marks were listened to with close
attention and were warmly applaud-
ed. Tom Hale, colored ,also produced
an imptession when he recounted
how much good the association had
done for him. At the close of the
meeting Chairman Radford express-
ed his satisfaction at the large num-
ber present and announced that if
the members would continue to pack
the house every time the committee
met that much more good could be
done for the organization.
crevented by a warning that he
would be summoned to a neighbor's
home on a certain night and way-
laid and killed on the way. It was
on a charge of conspiring to kill Gill
that the negroes who were lynched
were arrested.
Dr. Kemp, a well-known physi-
cian in the southern part of the
county, incurred the enmity of the
reformers, and was summoned to a
farmer's home late one night, but
upon leaving his house saw negroes
loitering about, and returned and
telephoned the home of the suppos-
ed sick man. He was then informed
that no summons had been sent him,
and later learned from the same
negro who warned Mr. Gill that a
plot to kill him was only frustrated
by his action in telephoning.
The officers have learned tat the
band includes about three hundred
negroes, principally in the southern
part of the county. They say the
object is to furnish funds for de-
fending criminals, and the organiza-
tion is said to be formed on lines
exactly similar to the Black Hand
or the Mafia. The negroes, on the
other hand, declare it is nothing
more than an insurance and burial
organization. Judge Sims, Brow-
der'i4 attorney, denies that he
employed by the True Reforms.:
what recommendations the local
officers might make.
The lynching 'does not appear to
have had any great moral effect on
the negroes here. There are frequent
mutterings among the blacks, and
with the arrival of soldiers it is
feared they will become more bold.
There are several members of the
True Reformers' lodge in Russell-
ville, and it is known they had a
secret meeting following the lynch-
ing. What transpired can only be
surmised. The lodge, has been in
existence but a few montio. accord-
ing to thesinformation of the aukhori-
ties. and the sole object is said to be
one of intimidation; in fact, the
authorities say they will be ante to
prove that one of the decrees of the
society is that an employer who dis-
charges a negro shall be assassinat-
ed. Since the organization of the
band the farmers out in the conntry
have been afraid to antagonize the
negroes, and the latter became so
bold and domineering that stringent
measures to break the influence of
the organization were decided upon
as absolutely necessary. The ne-
groes worked when they pleased
and refused to work, despite con-
ditions, whenever so inclined, and
the farmers were compell9c1 to sub-
mit. The authorities saVthey will
prove that.
Cunningham was marked for
assassination at a meeting ckf the
order, and Browder, it is alleged,
was selected to kill him.
Mrs. John Russell, wife of a pro-
minent farmer, will testify that her
negro hired man, upon hearing the
shots near the Russell home, said:
"Well, I guess Rufus Browder has
killed Cunningham." Lawson
Browder, a cousin of the slayer, is
said to have been run out of town
because of his refusal to join the
reformers. An attempt was made
to assassinate him.
Employer John Gill, who in turn
was marked for assassination, fled
to Illinois, and Gill's death was only
BOUQUET FOR EWING
Yesterday.
In adopting the resolution Monday
endorsing Felix G. Ewing in his
course as general manager of the as-,
'sociation and calling upon him to
continue in that capacity, the Chris-
tian county branch of the organiza-
tion was very enthusiastic and
when the vote was called for there
was not a dissenting voice. The reso-
lution reads:
"We, the county executive
committee of the Planters' Pro-
tective association of Christain
county, Ky., in regular meeting as-
sembled, take this opportunity of
expressing our confidence in the
leadership of our General Manager,
Hon. Felix G. Ewing, of Glenraven,
Tenn.
SPLIT EVEN
In the ball games at Lafayette
Friday and Saturday, each team
won a game. Lafayette took Fri-
day's game by the score of 11 to 6
and Hopkinsville captured Satur-
day's contest by the score of 13 to 6
OUTLINES HIS PLAN Republican
Election
FOR THE COMING CAMPAIGN,
DOES MR. BRYAN
Will Make. Only A Few
at Central Points.—Interviews
Letters to Play Important Part.
Hopkinsville. Kentucky,
July 24th., 1908.
By virtue of an order of the Re-
publican State Central Committee,
of Kentucky, made July 16th, 1908,
Republican conventions are herebyPublic Speeches
called to be held in each and every
and precinct in Christian county, Ken-
tucky, on Saturday, August 16th,
1908, at 1:30 o'clock p. m., for the
purpose of electing precinct chair-
men or members of Christian Coun-
ty Republican Executive committee.
Each precinct is entitled to one
member. The Republicans of each
precinct shall assemble at the de-
signated voting place in such pre-
cinct and then and there in mass
convention, at which either viva
voce or the ballot form of voting
may be used, select a precinct chair-
man for each precinct. At said
meetings all Republican voters who
will be qualified to vote at the next
regular selection shall be entitled
to vote.
Said newly elected precinct com-
mitteemen are called to meet at the
court house in Hopkinsville, Ken-
tucky at 1 o'clo2k p. m., on Satur-
day, August 22nd, 1908, for the pur-
pose of electing a charman, secre-
tary and treasurer of said new






E. W. GLASS, Secretary.
FAIRVIEW, LINCOLN, Neb.
July 31.—The first authentic outline
of Mr. Bryan's plan of campaign
was secured from one close to him.
A few prepared speeches will be
made at central points, and nearly
all of these will be made by the first
of October. During the month of
October, he expects to remain at
home and assist in the educational
work of the campaign through the
discussion of public questions, in
the form of interviews, signed
articles and letters.
Whi Mr. Bryan is not disposed
to talk o the subject' there is no
doubt as t the correctness of the In-
formationi Despite the intensity of
the heat, he Democratic neminee
today wak hard at work with his
secretary. . Rose, disposing of
corr .spoti den ce.
r•-:..1
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six BIG DAYS DAILY RACES
$25,000 IN PREMIUMS.
WEBER'S BAND 20 SIDE snowsno ATTRACTIONS
Here is the place to display your live stock and farm
products; to meet your friends; and to combine amusement
with information. Show every day, rain or shine, in our new
$100,000 Live Stock Pavilion. Be one of the quarter of a
million to visit this year's Fair.
LOW RAILROAD RATES
for information, elatr7 blanks or catalog. address





The things that people are interested in NOW are goods at
right prices. We have them that will not be matched_ in aiqmarket
in.tiselbstA--bought in four house quantities expressly for bbier
and offered at prices deliberately figured to BUY JULY BUSI-
NESS. We will, beginning July 1st, 1908, offer for CASH the
most compietv line of vehicles ever shown by any retail house—
nothing old—all new styles.
We Will SA G»1 thaibmiti, itealrice ,
Guaranteed, at $26.85 to $45
Top Buddies, $56.25 $37.15Down to •
Two-in-One, Top, Rubber/57 on
Tire, at  •OU
Canopy Top Stick Seat
Surrey, at  $58.25
$63.75Cut-Under Surreyat. 
We have the finest line of,Stanhopes ever shown in the city at
from MOO to $140.00. These prices are lowest ever offered. Al}
goods guaranteed. Come and let us show you through this line of
vehicles.

















CRDERED ES1 ABLISHED AT
GRACEY CERULEAN AND COBB.
Adjutant General Issues Explicit In-
structions as to Plan of Securing
Camping Sites.
FRANKFORT, Ky., July 31.—
For the purpose of having state
troops handy in the event of further
attempts at destruction of property
in Western Kentucky, and par-
ticularly railroad property, the state
military department ordered the
formation of rnilitairy vamps at
Gracey, Cobb and Cerulean Springs.
Telegrams were sent to the officers
in command of the troops which
have been patrolling through Trigg,
Caldwell and the counties which
have been the center of recent dis-
turbances to establish three camp at
the points named. Formal orders
were issued later by the adjutant
general, explicitly directing the
method of procedure in the forma-
tion of the camps. The troops will
occupy no ground without first
tendering fair compensation to the
owner thereof. The usual military
precautions are to be taken, for it is
strictly enjoined that bounds of the
camp # be fixed within which no
civilian shall enter without leave.
It was at Gracey, Cerulean Springs
and pear Cobb that the depots of the
Illinois Central were recently burn-
ed by unknown parties at night. The
setting forth of the facts in the case
to Gov. Willson by Vice President
Rawn, of the railroad, resulted in
latter's letter to Rawn, in which he
notified him tliat camps for the state
troops will be established wherever
their duty can best be subserved.
Night Rider Cases.
PAD uCAH, Ky., July 30.—Sher-
iff's officers in Calloway county are
serving subpoenaes on a host of wit-
nesses in the Night Rider cases,
which are set for the special term of
circuit court, called for next Mon-
day. Many witnesses from Trigg
county are summoned for the de-
fense. Judge Thomas P. Cook, of
Calloway, will preside, and Com-
monwealth's Attorney Denny Smith
of Trigg, will represent the state.
About fifty defendants appear on
the docket.
GNP 40
Cured Hay Fever And Summer Cold.
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Ind.,
writes: "Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold so
distressingthat it interfered with my
business. I had many of the symp-
tons of hay fever, and a doctor's pre-
scription did not reach my case, and
I took several medicines which
seemed only to aggravate it. Fortu-
nately I insisted upon having Foley's
Honey and Tar. It quickly cured
me. My wife has since used Foley's
Honey and Tar with the same suc-
cess." For sale by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
-40 •  - w
Diarrhoea Cured.
"My father has for years been
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried
every means possible to effect a cure
without avail," writes John H. Zir-
kle of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colic, ',2bo1era and
--Pttsfrhoes Remedy advertised in the
Philippi Republican and decided to
try it. The result is one bottle. red
himand he has not suffered with the
disease for eighteen months. Before
taking this remedy he was a con-
stant sufferer. HA is now sound and
well, and alt mug% sixty years old,
can do as much work as a young
man." Sold by Anderson&Wowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
4110 
DO YOU GET (TP
WITH A LAME BACK?
rommy Trouble Makes You Miserable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
tapers is sure to know of the won(lerful
, cures made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-
lit Root, the great kid-ney, liver and blad-
der remedy.
It is the great rued,




by Dr. Kilmer, the
eminent kidney and
bladder specialist, and is wonderfUlly
successful in promptly curing lame back,
uric acid, catarrh Of the bladder and
Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec-
ommended for everything but if you have
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and has
proved so successful in every case that a
special arrangement has been made by
which all readers of this paper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sa
mple
bottle sent free by mail, also a book 
tell-
ing more about Swamp-Root, and how 
to
End out if you have kidney or bladder t
rou-
ble. When writing mention reading th
is
generous offer in this paper and send yo
ur
-address to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. Y. The regular
fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles are
sold by all good druggists. Don't make
any mistake, but retnenrber the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,




CAUSES DEATH OF A CHILD
Two Other Children Made Critical
ly 111.—They Had Eaten Some Bolog
na
Sausage.—Their Mother Also Was Made 
Sick.
Ptomaine poisoning, from eating
 the three-year-old girl breathed her
bologna sausage, caused the deat
h last.
of the three-year-old daughter
 of The remedies applied produc
ed
Mr. and Mrs. George Pike, of 
KO- beneficial effects upon the six-ye
ar-
ly, Thursday afternoon. Two 
other old child in a short time 
and
children, aged six years and seven
- from then on until the danger was
teen months, also ate of the sausag
e entirely passed the improvement 
in
and for some time their lives 
were her condition was steady and un
in-
despaired of but they were sa
ved terrupted. With the seventee
n-
after a heroic struggle, 
months baby, though, the battle
The children ate the sausage s
oon was harder and several times d
id
after dinner and almost immedia
te- the parents and physician think 
it
ly they became intensely sick 
and would die, but finally the eff
ects of
cramped terribly. Dr. S. H. Wi
l- the poison were 
counteracted and it
l 
was pronounced out of danger.
iams, of Crofton, was sent for an
d Airs. Pike was made sick by the
he responded promptly but alm
ost sausage but she was never in danger.
at the instant he entered the hous
e She only ate a very little of it.
JUDGE SIMS TRANSFERS
KELLY CASE TO PADUCAH
Says He Considers Conditions I
n Christian And Other Counties as Bad
 As In
Trtgg.—Gives Defense Choice Of Owen
sboro Or Paducah.
CADIZ, Ky., June 31.—S
pecial the case to Christian or any other
Judge Sims this morning a
nnounced contiguous county as he regar
ds
his decision to transfer the ca
se of conditions there as bad as in Tr
igg.
John W. Kelley, charged with
 mis- In announcing his decision t
o
appropriation of trust funds, to Mc
- grant the motion of the common-
Cracken county for trial, as f
rom wealth for a change of venue, Judge
the evidence, it was thought 
impos- Sims gave the defense the choice 
of
sible to secure a fair and imp
artial either Owensboro or Paducah. Th
e
trial in Trigg county. 
defense refused to make a choice
The case was set for hearing on
 and Judge Sims then settled on Pa-
the fourth day of the regular 
Sep- ducah.
tember term of the McCracke
n The decision was given this nidrn-
county court. This term will co
n-
vene on the first Monday in Septem
-
ber.
J udge Sims declined to transfer
ing at 10 o'clock, the common-
wealth hairing withdrawn their mo-
tion that the case be sent to Chris-
tian county for trial.
A Faithful Friend. 
The footprints of Dyspepia have
been directly traced to the stomach
•`I have used Chamberlain's Colic, nerves. When 
the "inside nerves"
Cholera and Diarrhoea Ren_edy faiLindigestion and 
stomach distress
since it was first introduced to the
 must surely result. For this, drug-
public in 1872' and have never found gists everywhere 
are supplying a
one instance where a cure was not
speedily effected by its use. I have
been a commercial traveler 
for
eighteen years, and never start out
on a trip with out this. my faithf
ul
friend," says H. S. Nichols of Oak-
land, Ind. Ter. When a man ha
s
used a remedy for thirty-five years
he knows its value and is competent




Law ; Expires Tonight and Slaughter
Will Begin Tomorrow.
Beginning tomorrow, August 1,
hunters may kill doves until Jan-
uary 1, and as there has been no
hunting since the closed season for
doves on the first of February, ex-
cept for young squirrels, the hunters
are expected to turn out Pi large
numbers. Just at this time doves
will be fc und in great abundance in
the wheat stubble fields and about
corn bins. At night they go to the
woods to roost. There are a number
of dove roosts in this locality.
this time of day is the greatest sport
as well as greatest skill in getting
game. The dove is a game bird and
a harder bird to kill than even the
quail. Its meat is juicy and sweet
and many people perfer a dove to a
quail. So far as known, there have
been no violations of the game law
in this section, and there ought to
be a number of birds for hunters
when the season is open.
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually constipat-
ed. Foley's Orino Laxative cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
the liver and bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels. Foley's
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. For sale
by L. A. J linson & Co.
 • .40
FOR SALE—Lumber, apply 0.
M. Wilson. Curnb. Phone 623-6 How-
ell, Ky., d&w 2t
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
Umited States Express Co., Chicago,
writes, "Our General Superintend-
ent, Mr. Quick. handed me a bottle
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
check an attack of old chronic diar-
rhoea. I have used it since that time
and cured many on our trains who
have been sick. I am an old soldier
who served with Rutherford B.
Hayes and William McKinley four
years in the 23 Ohio Regiment, and
have no ailment except chronic di-
arrhoea, which this remedy stops at
once. Sold by Anderson&Fowler
Drug Co.,incorporated.
prescription known as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. First, these tiny •inside
Stomach,Heart,and Kidney nerves
fail. Then gas belching, Heart palpi-
tation, or failing Kidneys follow.
Dont drug the Stiamach, or stim,
ulate the Heart or Kidneys. That is
wrong. Strengthen these failing
nerves with Dr.Shoop's Restorative.
It is the nerves, not the organs that
are calling for help. Within 48 hours
after starting the Restorative treat-
ment,you will realize the gain. A test
will tell. Sold by Anderson&Fowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
Some Fine Peaches.
There are peaches and peaches,
but the peaches Mr. W. D. Ralston,
who lives near town, brought us in
this morning are peaches! One par-
ticular peach measured eleten
inches in circumference—we guess
that's going some. He says he has a
whole tree full as large as those he
brought in. We will eat the peaches
gleefully.
Why James Lee Got Well
Everybody in Zanesville,O.,itnows
Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route 8. She
writes: "My husband, James Lee,
At firmly believes he owes his life to
the use of Dr.King's New Discovery
His lungs were so severely affected
that consumption seemed inevitable
when a friend re-3ornmended New
Discovery, We tried it and its use
has restored him to perfect health."
Dr. King's New Discovery is the
King of throat and lung remedies.
For coughs and colds it has no equal
The first dose gives relief. Try it!
Sold sunder guarantee at Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 50c
and $1. Trial bottle free.
Married in Tennessee.
From Friday's Daily)
Miss Mamie Stone, of this city,
and Lucian Lindsey, of Bennetts-
town, went to Montgomery county,
Tennessee yesterday and were mar-
ried. They will reside at Bennette-
town.
Excellent Health Advice
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 379
Gifford, Ave. San Jose, Cal., says:
"The worth of Electric Bitters as a
general family remedy, for head-
ache, biliousness and torpor of the
liver and bowels is so pronounced
that I am prompted to say a word in
its favor for the benfit of those seek-
ing relief from such afflictions.
There is more health for the diges-
tive organs in a bottle of Electric
Bitters than in any other remedy I
know of." Sold under guarantee at
Cook & Higgins and Cook's Pharm-
acy.
Piles helped at once with Dr.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Just to
prove it, a trial box will be mailed
on request, by writing Dr Shoop,
Racine, Wis. Itching, smarting,
bleeding piles, internal or external,
get quick and certain help from Ma-
gic Ointment. Large box 60c. Sold
by Anderson & Fowler ,Drug Co.,
incorporated.
BIG SNUFF PLANT
THE LATEST PROJECT OF THE
PLANTERS ASSOCIATION.
Company Will Have $500,000 Capital
And Leading Towns of Dork District
Want it.
LOUISVILLE. Ky., July 31.—A
special from Guthrie says: A plant
for the manufacture of snuff in the
dark tobacco district has been plan-
ned by members of the Planter&
Protective association. The plant
will be erected by a company with a
capital stock of a half .a.million dol-
lars, and F. G. Ewing, general mana-
ger of the tobacco association, said
today that he feels reasonably sure
that it will be in operation within a
short time.
The establishment will be located
in one of the more important tobac-
co centers in the dark tobacco dis-
trict, and business men of Guthrie
are laying their plans to have it
located at this point. Other points
which will compete for the industry
will be Hopkinsville, Paducah,
Princeton, in Kentucky, and Clarks-
ville and Springfield, in Tennessee.
A Boon to Elderly People.
Most elderly people have some
kidney or bladder disorder that is
both painful and dangerous. Foley's
Kidney Remedy has proven a boon
to many elderly people ae it stimu-
lates the urinary organs, corrects
irregularities and tones up the whole
system. Commence taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy at once and be
vigorous. For sale by L. A. John-
son & Co.
REV. COTTRELL ORDAINED
Ey The Laying on of Hands At The
Baptist Church).
Before a large congregation at the
Baptist church Wednesday night
Ellis A. Cottrell was fully ordained
by the laying on of hands to preach
the glspel.
After a song and a prayer led by
Rev. C. 0. Hamlett, pastor at Lo-
cust Grove and South U ni on
churches, the ordination sermon was
preached by Rev. E. W. Coakley
pastor of Salem church. Dr. W. E.
Mitchell; pastor at Pembroke, then
delivered the charge then the laying
on of hands took place while prayer
was being offered by W.H.Vaughan
pastor of Bethel church at Fairview.
When the congregation was dismiss-
ed the benediction was pronounced
by the newly ordained preacher Rev.
E. A. Cottrell. The council who
examined Rev. Cottrell was corn-
wised of Rev. E. W. Coakley, Rev.
W. E. Mitchell, Rev. C. 0. Hamlett,
Rev. W. H. Vaughn and Rev. M. A.
Jenkens.
The council was entirely satisfied
and so reported to the church who
upon a motion decided to fully or-
dained Rev. Cottrell who was a
Licentiate of the church and who
was-taking a course at the Southern
Baptist Seminary at Louisville, Ky.
Rev. Cottrell has been called and
has accepted the pastorate of two
churches near Louisville, Ky.
She Likes Good Things
Mrs. Chas E Smith, of West
Franklin. Maine. says: "I like good
things and have adopted Dr. King's
New Life Pills as our family laxa-
tive medicine, because they are good
and do their work without making a
fuss about it." These painless pur-
ifiers sold at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 26c
TAKEN TO PADUCAH
Walter Goodwin, of Trigg County, is
Placed in Hospital.
Walter Goodwin, who was shot
through the mouth a few nights ago,
was removed from his home in
Trigg county Friday and carried to
Paducah where he is now being
treated in a hospital. He stood the
trip well and it is thought the
chances are good for his recovery.
Attention, Asthma Sufferers!
Foley's Honey and Tar will give
immediate relief to asthma finfferers
and k has cured many cases that had
refused to yield to other treatment.
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, • colds and all
throat and lung trouble. Contains
no harmful drugs. For sale by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
Children in Pain
Never cry as do children who are
suffering from hunger. Such is the
cause of all babies who cry and are
treated for sickness, when they real-
ly are suffering from hunger. This
is caused from their food not being
assimilated nut devoured by worms.
A few,doses of White's Cream Ver-
mifuge will cause them to cease cry-
ing and begin to thrive atonce. Give
it a trial. Sold by L. A. Johnson' &
Co.
SS'S.A CURE FORRHE MATISM
Rheumatism is caused by an excess of uric acid in the blood,-which is
carried through the circulation to all portions of the system. Every muscle,
nerve, bone and joint absorbs the acrid, pain-producing poison, causing
aches, inflammation, stiffness and other well known symptoms of the disease.
Permanent relief from the pains and discomfort of Rheumatism cannot be
expected from the use of liniments, plasters, and other external treatment
which does not reach the blood, where the cause is located. Such measures
give temporary relief, but in order to cure Rheumatism the uric acid and
inflammatory poison must be expelled from the blood. S. S. S. cures
Rheumatism because it is a perfect blood purifier. It goes down into the
circulation, neutralizes the uric acid and drives it from the blood. S. S. S.
expels the irritating, inflammatory matter which is causing the pain, swell-
ing and other discomfort, enriches the weak, sour blood, and permanently
cures Rheumatism. In all forms of Rheumatism, whether acute or chronic,
S. S. S. will be found a safe, vegetable remedy, possessing the properties
needed to cure, and at the same time a medicine that builds up the entire
system by its fine tonic effects. Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice








We have cut the price on
every article in our store.I
4. Come and see real values
before you make your purch-
ases elsewhere.
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With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
HENRY C. GA.NT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier
ii••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier
.
• CITY BANK I•
O 0
O We invite your Capital, $60,000.00 •
account as safe
0 depository for Surplus, $75,000.00
your funds.De- This bank ranks among the first in the
posit your val-
•
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of 
•
uable papers in surplus to capital. •
• OUT vaults—
• where they are: In SURPLUS There •
• safe from fire •• and burglars. is S f RENGTH
•














Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL,'Asst. Cash.
Dr. R. F. McDaniel,
Practice Limited to
Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
Office in Summers building near
courthouse. Phones—office, Cumb ,
918; Home 1210. Reaidenee, Curnb.,
210; Home 1140. -Oftise, •hours : 8 to
12 a. m., 2 to 6 , • .
7-4
DRS FEIRSTEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS
Summer Both Next to Court
Bldg. Phones House
Bucklen's Arnica Salve
The Best Salve in The World.
4
PAGE 6
WEEKLY KEVT(IcKY NEM ERA.
Settlement
Of David Smith, Sheriff of
Christian Co., Ky.
For the Year 1907
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
(SCHEDULE A.)
Roberts, Basil 
Warren, C. A 
White, J. A 
Lander, Henry 
Perkins, W. B  • 3
Jenkins, J. E  4
Parker, Roscoe  14







Witty, J. A 
Miller, A. M
White, J. A 
White, J. A 
Cayce, R. L 
Lycan, J. S.
Young, John
Cladk, Chas. E  4
Pool, Watts  46
Garnett, L. R  6
Vaughn, Fairleigh  85
Witty, J. A  1
Turner, J F  54
Murphy, W. J  900
Winns, Andrew  40
Vaughn, Fairleigh  171
Dollins, Watt  168
Forbes Mfg. Co  1
Knight, J. R  1
Gordon, Wesley  10
Gordon, Abram  10
Vaughn, Fairleigh  281
Whife, J. A  5
Renshaw, F. P  5
Owen, Jackson  10
Ruse, J. R  1
Carmach, Mark  6
Pool, W. P  6
Vaughn, Fairleigh  31
Vaughn, Fairleigh  99
Parker, Roscoe  19 00
Carter, M. T  11 00
Buckner & West  25 03
Roberts, Basil  21 75
Hays, J. S  2 50
Forbes Mfg. Co  3 45
McCord, J. T  11 25
Helsley, H. C  17 50
Kirkman, J. G  4 84
P'Pool, W. A  1 25
Burt, W. H  .9 00
Planters' Hdw _Co  2 35
Thomas, J. W  6 25
Allen, W. E  3 75
Lander, Henry  10 00
Meachem, J. H  ,.7 50
Wilkins, Frank  2 50
Haskins, John  4 00
Lander, Henry  40 00
Forbes, J. V  8 00
Burt, W. H  5 07
Vaughn, Fairleigh  270 58
Fowler, D. E  3 75
Roberts, Basil  57 50
Colly, L. T  .1 00











&• Son  4 00
 1.8 96




Oregonia Bridge Co 
Oregonia Bridge Co 
Owen, Jackson 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Jenkins, J. C   53
Miller, A. M  4
Pool, W. P 
Wood, E. C 
..• 
I 4150
Winns, Andrew . .
Buckner & .West 
Miller, J. M  9 26
Garrott, W 


































Witty, Jas. A ...... ao pa,P, Lucien
Vaughn, Fairleigh mAr4s. ,cApps, J. D.  141
Dollins,, Watt._ 6
White, J. A 
I 141 11 Littlefield, W W 
1




o 6 Vaughn, Fairleigh  2-
vt"•" 4 ,
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Williamson, T. W  1 Peyton Porter  
.`(3 ,50 'Cavanaugh 0. W
Fowler, D. E 
Means, L. W  28 00 Jenkins, J. C.  
Sy 50 Frazer, F 0  
Coleman, E. W
Hendrix, E. M  Den
son, W. F.
Dillman, J. H 
Causler, W. E 
Jenkins, J. C
Fowler, C. R
Markham, C. M 
Jenkins, J. C 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Witty, J. A 
Roberts, Basil 
Mann, J. H 
Moore, Ben C 
Smith, R. L 
Duke, C G 
Foulkes, E. L 
Buckner & West 
Alexander, L. G 
Jenkins, J. C 
Foulkes, E. L 
Warner, Bell 
Keach, H. A. & Co 
Buckner & West 






White, J A 
Coleman, E. W
Milton, A M 
Overton, B S 
MCCord, J. T
Pleasant, J. F
Jenkins, J. C 
Duffy & Rives
White; J. A 
Means, L R 
Buckner, J. C 
Frazer, F. J 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Markham, C. M 
White, W. A 
White, W. A 
Harned, E. P 
Metcalf, J. J 
Capps, J. D 
Smiley, Oscar 
Jenkins, J. C 





























































































Vaughn, Fairleigh  253
Denson, W. F  130
West & Torian  29
Dollins, Watt  222
Hopkinsville Independent  • 5
•Dollins, Watt  174
Pleasant, J. F... ,  139
Vaughn, Fairleigh  186
Littlefield, W. W.. del  6
Coleman, E. W....-  248
White, J. A  68
Capps, J. D.  185
Jenkins, J. D.  97
'Anderson, Roland  3
Vaughn, Fairleigh  310
Fowler, D. E.  3
Cayce, L. R.  23
Vaughn, Fairleigh  240
Miller, A. M.  15
Roberts Basil  9
West & Torian  7
Smiley, Oscar  20
Shelton, Robert  46
Peyton, Porter  49
Frazer, F J.  61
00 Forbes, Mfg. Co.  29
00 Johnson, J. C.  2
00 Vaughn, Frank  2
01 Taylor, Oscar  2
1/9 'McCord, J. T  89
la Winus, Audrew  30
5,9 lacClaid, B. F.  2
PeYton, Porter  43
Pleasant, J. F.  227
Dolling, Watt  . . . 241
'Coleman, E. W  221
McReynolds, Henry  18
'White, .1. A.  . 139
Grace, $. H  .1.:•• -11 20
5 00 Vaughn, Fairleigh 
9
13ayn1am, F. J.
24 55- Moore, Mrs. Bettie 
5 60 Fowler, C. R. 
35 is Forbes, Mfg. Co. 
—177 James, Jim Foulks, E. L 
Dade, Lucien  23 75 Millet A. M. 




Coleman, E. W 17 50 razer, F. I. 
Garrott, J. J itifo tenkfts,
t
Newsom, S. J 
Murphy, W. J 
Forbes Mfg. Co
The Racket .  . .... .. art "Nichols, L. L 
Dolling, Watt
Roberts, Haag
Meachem, Oaa SQ5Pson, W. F
Miller, A. M  
.
6 00 'Means, L. W
Coleman, E. W  193 69 Vaughn Fairleigh  
Capp, J. D. .... G. L. 
Vaugks, Fairleigh,  313 694,1e0:3401%, Poter 
McGrew, hc, ta tom 4.94,, 454Rolling, Watt •




85 frieas4nt, J. F.
50 Wilkins, Mrs.
t 4.04 )09 Foulks, E. L.
 29 45 1 ','Ichols, L. L.
t2? Young, Jno.




































Stevenson, J. J. 




Weaver, G. L 
White, J. L 
Putman, W. R 
Lander, Henry 
Bush, T. J 
Wood & Hill 
Williams, L. G 
Peyton, Porter 
Dollins, Watt 
Hail, B. A 
Roper, Emmett 
Cobb, J. G 
Hendrix, E. M 
Vaughn, Fairliegh 
Denton, J. H 
Hight, It W 
Orange, 6. W 
Cavanaugh, J. H 
Jenkins, J. C 
Deason, W. F 
Shepherd, J. D 
Gladdis, Virgil 
Capps, J. D 
Coleman, E. W 
Gothard, J. A 
White, J. A 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Peyton, Porter 
Denton, J. H 
71 McCord, J. T 
McCord, J. T 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Grace, S. H 
Deering, Frank, Lumber
Coleman, E. W 
Rives, J. W 
Reese, B R 
Winns. Andrew 
Crick, N. H. 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Simpson, Hester 
White, J. W 
White, J. A. & Son 
McGrew, M. H 
Campbell, G L 
I.uckett, B. A 
Ezell & Stevenson 
Cavanaugh, J. H 
Hendrix, E. W 
Capps,. J. D 
Peyton, Porter 
Fowler, D. E 
Henderson, 0. E 











I87 Pickergill, J T
00 Coleman, E. W 
65 Loyd, A W 
30 White, J A  33 25




s gW  
30 54
0 18 00
7 5 m ecMiller,ord , 3. T  139A. M 19 25 Moore, Ben C1
00 White, J. A  170 31 Clark Caleb  
00 Peyton, Porter  67 98 Roberts, Basil
26 00 Gordon, Wesley  10 00
102 60 Wright, J. P  7 00
125 00 Jenkins, J C  16 75
Johnson, J. C  8 34
Coleman, E W  32 25
McGrew, M H  22 10
2 00




Peyton, Porter  65 86
6 Miller, A. M  6 005
37 87
238 10 
Cates, S. F 
94 05 McCord, J. T  192 74
16125 080415 12 Miller, A. M 

























Deason W F 
Smiley, Oscar 
Dollins Watt 
Jenkins, J. C 
Smiley, Oscar 
Faulkner, G. E 
Overton, S. B 
Frazier F I 
Metcalf, J. J 
Deason W F 
Walker, J. T 
Fowler, D. E. 
McCord, J T 
Peyton, Porter 
Gothard, J. A 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Brown J. H 
Luttrell, F. E 
White, J. A 
Harris, Albert 
Hendrix, E W 
Baker, Willie 
Coleman E. W  219
Leavell & Stone  3
Dade, Lucian 
Frazier, F. I  45
Campbell, Buckner  162
Buckner West  19
Keach, H. A. & Co  •3
Alexander John  50
McCord, J T  118
Gee, J. R  27
McGrew, M. H 
Alexander, John
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Coleman, E W  200
White, J A  31
Capps, J. D  326








Smiley, Oscar  139 25
Hammock, J. W  15 00
Campbell, F. J  138 00
Yoncey, J. G  95
Johe, J. S  6 00
00
Peyton, Porter  40 25
92
25 
Campbell, B  84 80


















































60 Pleasant, J. F  49 50
87 Bumpus, Samuel  20 85
37 Forbes Mfg. Co  31 90
50 Hopper, W I  48 30
00 Wagner, M. W  42 75
40 Dollins, Watt  199 93
10 Planters' Hdw. Co  83 15
is
81 Pe°yleintot:1,11' Porter 66
 168 80
  ni
50 Hendrix, E W  50 45
00 Jenkins, J. C  222 30
04 Vaughn, W T  187 34
8 1 .WP es, jGuy  3 000 
J.  50 00
96 424251 ‘Ura'huigteh,n,JW. .AT
  20 00
21 86
00
50 PRIoabnetretrss,, BHadswil. co  
9 10
99 Yancey, J. G  16 25
35 
52 10
Ruddell, H. S  45 50
19 Overton, W R 






Woodard, D. B.  2 50
Campbell, J  105 95
Vaughn, Fairleigh  308 34
Vaughn, Fairleigh  100 00
Deason, W. F  54 95
Dollins, Watt  219 20
McCord', T. J  99 05
Coleman, E. W  151 25
Pleasant, J. F  172 64
Smiley, Oscar  47 47
Jenkins, J. C  158 15
Vaughn, Fairleigh  4 00
Peyton, Porter  50 87
Joiner, E. D  55 50
Capps, J. D  252 30
Belsheals, J. H  12 45
Kimberton & Eades  6 00
West & Torian  14 72
McGrew, M. H  74 50
Orten, James  81 72
Jones, J. W  18 00
Hight, J. H  60 50
Dronf, Prince  8 05
Peyton, Porter  44 25
Gee, J. R  30 75
McCord, T. J  „  126 55
Vaughn, Fairleigh  100 00
White, J. A  70 15
Roper, Emmett  20 00
Coleman, E. W  95
Shaw, R A  5
Buckner & West  22
Lacy, J. D  32
Capps, J. D  5
Murphy, J. N  97
Fowler, D. E  1
Hendrix, Monroe  6
Pickergill, J. T  14
Vaughn, Fairleigh  289
Weaver, G. L  1
Vaughn, Fairleigh  80
Mabry, Ed  1
Garrott, Mrs. Millie  25
Leavell, T. A  31
Jenkins, J. C  187
Hail, B. A  24
Hopkinsville Kentuckian 3
Smiley, Oscar  53
. 18 40 Roberts, Basil 19





Peyton, Porter  45 73
Vaughn, Fairleigh  •  107 45
Holeman, James _  12 00
Lander, Henry 40.00
Penden, W. E  4 00
Armstrong, J. •W  4 00
Cropp, Levi  • 1,00
Garrott; J 1000 00
Murphy Bros  957 94
Borraugh, Mrs. D. A  100 00
Borraugh, J. D  , 35 00
Lander, Henry 40 00
Pleasant, J. F  257
Peyton, Porter  45
Gee, J. R  74
McGrew, M. H  • 15
West, William  2
14fooreland, J T  1
Hight, Frazier  1
Williams, A. W  3
Planters' Hdw. Co  214
White, J. A  81
Pickergill, J. T  2
Johnson, J. C  12 12
Cavanaugh G. T  4., 51
Pleasant, J. T  3D4 09
FoUlks, E. L  2 55
P -ton, Porter  49 00
$43,465
National Surety Co  52
Lander, Henry  40
Robinson, Ed  15
Fortson, Caleb  20
Adams C. R  5
Coleman, E W  7
Smiley, Oscar  5
Flowers & Davenport  29
Lacy J. D  2
Miller, A M  81
Harris, J. L., Jr  94
Witty, Lee  20
Lander, Henry  40
Boyd, S. R 
Dabney, Geo  25
Wynn, Andrew  44
Henry A M  2
Frazier, F. I  22
Coleman, E W  8
Jenkins J C  16
Smiley, Oscar 
Boyd, W E  5
Bryant, G. A  1 
I
Boyd, F. M  8 92 Estes, A J 
McClelland & Mansfield 25 00 Morris, J M
Clark C. E  5 00 Parker W L
Morris, Rodmond  3 00 1Parker W L
Clark C. E  15
Wiles, Guy R  2 50 Cook & Higgins
Hail, B A  2 10 City
Murphy, J. N  89 65 City
Forbes Mfg. Co  26 08 City Light Co 
Johnson, W F  15 28 , City Light Co 
Campbell, F B  91 65 City Light Co 
Dollins, Watt  56 49 City Light Co. 
Orten, James  18 14 City Light Co 
McClelland Mansfield  17 00 City Light Co 
Bullock J. E  30 00 City Light Co 
Vaughn, Fairleigh  25 00 City Light Co 
McClelland, Mansfield  130 25 City Light Co 
Miller, A M  3 50 Smith David 
Campbell, F. B  66 75 P'Pool, W A. & Son 
Smiley, Oscar  1 62 Duffy, John E 
McCord, J. T  15 46 Elgin, L. L 
 Cook B A 
$44,661 02 Adcock, W E 
Metcalfe, John  13 60
Roberts, Basil  24 50
Knight, F. M  27 50
i Putnam, W. R  63 50
1 Cates, S. F  63 65 Williamson & Armstrong
Radford & Dixon  50 00 Carter, G F., agent 
Wilson, Loyd  33 00 Improved Disinfectant Co.
Smiley, Oscar  40 20
Campbell, F B  104 00
West, John  4 05 Garrott, W W 
Boyd J. H  35 00 Parker, W L 
Miller, A. M  8 00 Rogers John W 
Vaughn W T'  15 00 Estes, A. J 
Dollins, Watt  85 51 ;Moore, T. H 
1
McCord, J. T  49 73
White, J A  24 00
Peyton, Porter  63 00
00 Overton, J W  110 00
00 Quisenbury, Allen  50
36 Summerhill, W H  117
55 Peyton, Porter  34
25 Jenkins, J. C  178
52 Roper, E. A  119
50 Lyle, J. P  10
50 Garrott, L. 0  22
32
Young, John  62
Torian & West  2
Deason, W. F  3
Orange, G. W  49
Hendrix, E W  27






73 Littlefield, W W  3
91 Buckner & West  14
99 Denton, J. H  14
70 Peyton, Porter  47
95 Pleasant, J. F  58
65 Young, Oscar  36
00 Forbes Mfg Co  38
50 Miller" A M  8
60 Hall B. A  9
45 'Fowler, D E  1
09 Payne, W C  2
00 Smiley. Oscar • 118








Edmunds, J. T  97
Jenkins, J. C  35
Hill & Murphy  2
White J. A  10 45
Dollins, Watt  92 42
Vaughn, Fairleigh  13 66
Murphy, J. N  144 15
Orten James  53 46
McCord, T. J  75 87
Coleman E. W  11 20
Miller, A M  2 00





Clark, Chas. E  00
AUG 7
Radford, W A  2 00
Murphy, W J  300 00
Lander, Henry  40 00
(SCHEDULE B.)
Henry,A M  2 00
Littlefield, W. W  50 00
Hopkinsville Water Co  3 67
Boxlev, Geo.  2 00
Dabney, Geo.  25 00
Johnson, W. W.  10 00
Hopkinsville Water Co  2 95
Clark, C. R. & Co  4 80
Wiley & Walker  25 00
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.. 7 95
Gardner, W P  3 30
Freeman, Mrs. Emma  20 00
Payne,Dr. J. R  26 00
Anderson, A. & Co  22 50
Forbes Mfg. Co  44 60
Dabney, Geo  25 00
Gray, W E  375 00
Thomas, Dr. F P  75 00
00 Allensworth, J L 
Breathitt, Jas ....... 250 00
Everett, Ethel  5 00
Johnson, W. W  10 00
Johnson, W W  498 20
Hord, J. G  700 00
Compbell, G L  150 00
Campbell, G L  217 50

















































50 Rogers, John W 
50 Moore, T H 
001Dixon, J. F 
50 Garrott, W W 
Light Co 
Light Co 






















B A  29 62
Murphy, W. .  300 pa
Garrott, W W  54 50
Lander, Henry  40 00
McCarroll. John W  1 50
Murphy, E. J  20 60
Thomas, Mary  00
Dade, J. B  9 00
Kelly, Eugene  12 00
White, W. A  44 80
McCord, J. T  66 48
Overton, W R  31 50
White, J. A  19 80
Rives, R. C  155 00
Peyton, Porter  22 77
Lindsey S J  11 00
Dolling, Watt  120 44
Jenkins, William  3 00
Foulk, E. L  8 84
Knight, Miss Florence 1 15
Vaughn, Fairleigh  12 00
Kirkman, John •  1 68
11111,, L. M  17 62
Adcock, J. C   1-'4 2 50
Hight, J. H  64 50
Wagnor, F B   56 00
Green, Jim
Miller,' A. Ai -""Vt 0;34
AlexandiA, 'John' Ali 60
llins, Watt  177 72
Jenkins, J. C  121 86
Vaughn, Fairleigh  308 29
Vaughn, Fairleigh  10 00
Deason, W F  34 65
Campbell, J  30 56
White, J. A  5 76
Denton, J H  13 00
Vaughn, Fairleigh  30 00
Forbes Mfg. Co  17 32
Forbes Mfg. Co  108 92
Croft, W. B  9 50
Blankenship & Jones  3 19
Pleasant, J. F  192 20
Alexander, John  30 00
Alexander, John  60 00
Garrott, R. J  29 25
McGrew, M H  9 90
Kimberland & Co  5 55
Peyton, Porter  53 00
Hendrix, E. W  23 50
Lunderman T M  . 43 00
Planters' Hdw. Co  20 70
Forst0a, 'Caleb  18 75
Ihtlkner, • V  5000
,W0051 A. W Treas 1000 De
Garnett, H  13. 00
Kimberling &• Co
Burnett, S. E 
James Jim  
Dollins, Watt
Peyton, Porter
Clardy, T F 
White; J. A 
5
Leaven Stone Co   6
Leavell Stone Co  2
Vaughn Fairleigh  11
McCord J. T  176
3
1itt1isr,1 John 51 
or* Jes  
W
!
Morris, J. M 
Iford, J. G., Pow. Corn....
City Light Co 
.City Light Co 
City Light Co 
00 Dixon, J. F 
50 Abbitt, Rev Geo.
20 Armstrong, R. L
51 Littlefield, W. W 
005  Renshaw,Da b n e y , Geo F .  p 
4550 CEolgoikn 
Higgins
80 Clark, C. R 
60 Rogers, John W 
85 Garrott, W. W 
Morris, J. M 
2756 DPaixrokner, , L
57 , Estes, A. J 
00
Forbes Mfg. Co  61 32
Planters'. Hdw. Co  15 00
Barbers C. M  7 50
Hopkinsville Lumber
Winn, Andrew 
Jenkins, J. C 
Lyle, J. W 
Frankel, Sam
Hopkinsville Water Co...
Clark, H B 
47 !Clark, H. B 
00 H C 
Hendrix, E W  00
00 .moore, T. H 
Hopkinsville Water
221 '.4 a r k e r , W. L •
00 Morris, R. A 
I3867 Lewis,Duffy. JCoahsna n cd a  
65 Duffy, John C 
3,1Renshaw, Jarred J 
5° ,Cornelius, W. H 
00 i Payne, J. L 
25 i Boyd, John 










































































59 Elgin, L L 
20 'Clark A. R 
00 Thomas, Dr. F. P 
23 Gray, W. E 
75 Clark, H B 
00 Ciarrott, W. W 
12 Dixen, J. F. 
12 Estes, A. J 
74 Moore, T. H 
72 Lander, henry 
Morris, J. M 
Rogers, John W 
Parish, B P
Moore, T. H 
Clark, H. B 
Parker, W L 
Dixon, J. F. 
Rogers, John W 
Morris, J. M 
Garrott, W W 
Estes, A. J 
Allensworth, Jas...
McReynolds, Lewis





Winn-, dAndrew  28 .475 Garner, Walter
Wright, B. B  3.4 'bro Whitel,:, Ahner  
5 tia lpfl 48 .t4h0 Wu 0 poi k it L 








• 'Dixon, J. F 
kttiglit, John W 
Morris, J M 
Wooldridge & Co 
Garfott, W. W. 
McShane, Hugh 
Williamson & Armstrong
Winfree. T. S 
Jackson, Dr. J B 
Lewis, Mrs. Casanda 
Cook, R. A 
Lander, Henry 
Littlefield, NV. W 
Dabney, Geo 
Gresham, J. A
Barker, B. B 
Hord, J. G 
Dulin, F. M 
Miles, L. D 
Hopkinsville Water Co...
,41asher & McCord 
Wilson, W A 
Clark, H. B 
McShane, Hugh 
Bank of Hopkinsville
Wolf, G. M 
ikolf, G. M 
Estes, A J 
olfoltes, A. J. 






Garrott W W 
Allensworth, Jas.. • •
Parker, W L 
Co. Judge Jury Warrants.
Pool, W. A 
Elgin, L. L 
Woosley, R. L 
Browns J H 
Berry,- D. W 
McShane, Hugh 
Gee & Southall 
Winfree, L. S 
Dabney, Geo 
Cooper, A. M 
Brown, J L 
Clark, H. B 
Petsch, Ferd 
Boone, M D 
Dabney, George 
Renshaw, F. H 
West; T M 
Wholterry, E E 
Cox, • R. E 
• White, J. W 
toco,.....2arrott, W. W 
McKnight, Everett D 
lel Oaf* C. R. & Co 
Garrott, J. J 
Wood, B. F 
')k Clark, H. B 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Allensworth, J. L 
Renshaw, F. P 
Hord, J G 
Garrott, W. W 
MOote, T. H 
Dixon, J. F 
Underwood, J. T 
Parker, W L 
Stewart, R. W 
Knig, T A 
Morrison, J. L 
Estes,. A. J 
Nforris, J. M 
Forbes, E. W 
Johnson, A. B 
Allennworth, J. L 
Gray, W. E 
Mcghane, Hugh 
Bell, Dr. Austin 
Dixon, J. F 
'Rogers, John W 
Clark, H. B 
Blunt, Wm ......
It* Morris, J. M 
Garrott, W W. 
Moer-3,_ T-.•
Parker, W L 
cgstes, A. J 
Rives, Frank, & J. E. Rogers
Rives, Frank, & J. E. Rogers
Jennings, Sam C 
Brasher, C A 
ancey, J. W 
Ky. Children's Home Society
Carter, G. F 
Graves, Paliner 
Campbell, Banks 
Estes, J . 
4t9..!,71 n M 
isav Morris, John M 
Moore, T H 
Clark, Minnie 
Dixon, J. F 
Littlefield, W. W 
Fleriry, A. W 
Hopkinsville Water Co...
Johnson, W. W 
M.cShane, Hugh 
Hopkinsville Sewerage Co 
Ctorothera, R. J 
• Corothers, R. J 
Ware, Anthony 
Winn T 
Lyle, R G 
_ City Bank of Hopkinsville  5062
/-Winfree, T. S  1
Elgin, L. L  4
'Primmer, L. T  2
*AL. ntr 'G - C  3
King, N 0  2
White, W A  3
M,cKinaiek W A  2
Bell, Dr. Austin 
Hopkinsvitle Water Co  3
Brame,' Howaad 
Smith, ttavid  ,2 00
Forbes Mfg. Co ... .. • - 4
Kentucky New Era  1,5 .9p4xneis, J. A.






































































































Clark, H. B 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 





WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
00 Ethel, Everett 
66 Duffy, Jno. C 
Barnett, J E. 
Gray, W E 
Sheriff David Smith  90 00
Parker, W L  9 00
Chiles, W. J  25 00
Hopkinsville Water Co.. 25 00
Major, Geo H  9 00
Hopkinsville Messenger 1 00
Lacy, C. W  10 00
Radford, W W  2 00
Bell, Dr. Austin  40 50
Garrott, W. W  3 00
Higgins, J D  4 00
The Bradley Gilbert Co  55 50
Claggett, J. D.  9 40
Cook & Higgins  60
Kincannon, S. C  • • 00
Cook & Higgins  30
Dabney, George  00
Lander, Henry  00
Morris, Bob  00
Bryant, G. A  50
Renshaw, L. P  00
Starling, J. M  00
Planters' Hdw. Co  20
Clark, H. B  00
Hooks, Wash  80
Parker, W L  00
Dixon, J. F  00
Elgin, L. L  50
Johnson, W. W  00
Meacham, C. M  95
Morris, J. M  00
Dade, J B  00
Dade, J B  00
Clark, C. R. & Co  50
Rogers, John W  00
Rogers, John W  00
Rogers, John W  00
City Light Co  52
Carter, G F  00
Morton, John P. & Co. 00
Morton, John P. & Co  81
Garrott, W. W  00
P'Pool, W. A. & Son  00




Ford, J. T. 
Winsett, S. J. 
Johnson, W. W 
Boyd. 0. N. 
Williams, D. C. 
Sallee, Nick. 
Garrott, W. W 
Morris, J. M 
Moore, T. H. 
Clark, H B 
Clark, H B 
Estes, A. J. 
Parker, W L 
'Woodburn, C. W 
McCowan, F B 
Barnes, J. J. 
Winfree, T. S 
Brent, A. C. 
Clark, Geo M 
Cate, E. T 
Griffin., E. F. 
West, C. C 
Meaeham, Lander 
Miles, J. A. 























































Hord, A. W 
Clark, H B 
Garrott, W. W 
Clark, C. R.. & Co. 
Denton, W. E 
Dixon, J F 
Moore, T. M. 
Estes, A J 
Rogers, J. W 
Morris, J. M 
Garrott, W. W 
Mosley, J. B. 
Parker, W. L 
Estes, A J 
Major, A. L 
Lacy, C. W 
Planters Hdw. Co. 
Cook & Higgins 
Garnett, B J 
Garnett, B. J 
Winn, Wash. 
Smith, David 
Claiborne, J E 
Winfree, T. S. 
Thomas, Chas. 
Keach, H. A. & Co. 
Combs, C. E. 
Louisville & Nashville R. R.
Co 
Parker, P. M. 
Littlefield, W. W 
Midland Chemical Co. 
Blankenship, N. B. 
Johnson, J. C 
Dollins, Walter 
Duffy, Jno. C 
Gray, W. E. 
Dabney, Geo. 
Thomas, F P 
Clark, C. R. & Co 
Littlefield, W W 
Johnson, W W 
Breathitt, James 
Allensworth, J. L 
Clark, H B 
Dixon, J. F. 
Rogers, Jno. W 
Moore, T H 
Parker, W L 
Campbell, Banks 
Young, •Jno. 
Morris, Jno. M. 
Forbes, Mfg Co. 
Hopkinsville Sewerage Co.
Tyler & Tyler 
Hord, J. G. 












2 Thompson, F T.
Garland, C. R.
5 Williams, Joe  
4 Shaw, R. N.  
39 McShaw, Hugh
Cook, E. E.  9
Yancey, C. F.  4
Turner, J. F.  2
Clark, Mrs. Allie  5
Parker, W L  70
Boyd, C. H.  5
Fruit, C. H.  • 6
Jackson, Dr. J. B.  300
Forbes Mfg. Co.  16
Cavanaugh, W. T.  2
Ricketts, J. E.  2 00
Carpenter, W. H  2 00
Joiner, T H  5 60
Forbes Mfg Co.  18 00
Stevenson J. E  3 35
Dabney, Geo  25 00
First National Bank 5145 83
Long, J. M  5 05
Bowling, F. W.  4 00
Garrott, Isaac  5 00
Meacham, R M  2 00
Bowles, G. D.  4 00
Adams, Jno. W  4 00
City Light Co.  6 00'
City Light Co.  6 05
City Light Co  21 383
City: Light Co.2   ( 16 37
3 00 • City I Light Co.  16 78
2 00 Williamson, W. T  2 00
3 00 Ward, R. T., Jr.  2 65
20 00 Ward, R. T., Jr.  2 65
hCappel, Ida 3 00 5 00
14 95 Vowell, J. T.  2 00•
2 00 First National Bank 5140 97
H00 opkinsville Water Co.10 4 03
10 00 Hopkinsville Water Co. . • • 2 SO
1 00 Taylor, J. F.  3 30
21 66 Clark; C R  26 00
4 00 MorTis, J. M.  9 00.
6 00 Kentucky New Era  21 15
4 95 Kentucky New Era  14 80
2 00 Abernathy, H. H  4 00
2 00 Allensworth, J L.  6 00
Eib,'M. L.,. Agt. Mooyon Est. 160 00
Campbell, G L.  236 85
Estes, A J  3 00
Dfxdp, J T  9 00
Moore, T. H 9 00
Parker, W L  9 00




























































































Sargent, Hugh  
Daugherty, J. N. 
Wilkins, J. W.
Wilson, 0. M  
































00 Hopkinsville Water Co. .
00 Hopkinsville Water Co. ..
00 Hopkinsville Lumber Co..
00 Winsett, S. J. 
60 Bimkley, W. A  
00 Garrott, W. W 
00
50
00 Leavell, L L  
Co. 21 5g






,‘ OttlItottiff, Pr. F P. 
Hord. J. Poor Corn. 041;•,r,ritlit,y J. G. 
Williamson & Armstrong . Op jibpney, Geo  













































































































































Glass, W A  22
'Walker, J T.  22
brow, A C  22
Campbell, G L  22
Pronse, Jno. P.  22
Mortis, Stonewall  4
Claxton, R. L *.!
Johnson, W. W  10
Dabney, Geo.  95
Long, W. R  18
Winfree, TI S.  2
The Bradley Gilbert Co  18
Winfree, T. S  1
Turner, Ned  2
Turner, hied  2
Parker, W L  3
Estes, A. J.  9
Rogers, Jno W  3
Prouse, Chas. 0.  10
Prouse, Chas. 0.  5
Williamson, J. A  4
morrs, .4i M.  3
L. 'TAW  1
Mallon J. B.  3
City Light Co.  19
City 'Light Co.  6
City • Light Co.  23
L. & N. R. R. Co.  2,2
Sallee, Nick  25
Harned, Dr. J. W  2
Garrott, W. W  3
Marquess, Jno. R.  22
Moore, T. H  3
Poindexter, W. H.  2
McIntyre, Jno  2
Dixon, J F  3
Foster„ Webb & Parker 30
Meacham, Chas.  2
Hiagin, C. H.  2
Winfree, T. S.  3
Hopson, W J  6
Radford, W. B  3
Pendelton, Jno.  1
Johnson, W. W  10

















































Parker, W L ..
Henderson E. W
Acme Mills  
Jno Moayan Co. 
Frankles 
Renshaw, J P. 
Johnson, Lou 
Waller & Rogers 
Hord, J. G. 
Racket Store 
Davis, E. C. 
Jno Moayan Co. 
Myers, Seth H 
Robinson, Amos 
Clark C R & Co. 
Parker W L. 
Estes, A. J. 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Myers, S. T 
Clark, C R & Co 
Acme Mills Co 
Estes, A J. 
Forbes Mfg Co. 
Vaughn C. W 
Parker, W L 
Frankel, Sam 
Acme Mills Elev. Co. 
Acme Mills Elev. Co. 
Acme Mills Elev. Co 
Myers, Seth 
Myers, Seth 
Myers, S T 
Henderson, E. W 
Parker, W L 
Parker, ,W L 
Estes, A J. 
Estes, A J 
Littlefield, W W  
Williams & Walker 
Williams & Walker 
Renshaw, F. P. 
Courtney, Havard 
Jno. Moayan & Co. 
Johnson, Marcus 
Woodburn, Webbes 
The Worrell Mfg. Co. 
Williams & Walker 
Renshaw F P 
Acme Mills Elev. Co. 
Jno. Moayan Co. 
Jones & Cannon 
Myers, S T 
Williams & Walker 
Parker, W L 
Parker, W L 
Estes, A J. 
Myers, S. T'. 
Littlefield W W 
Acme Mills Elev. Co. 
Forbes Mfg. Co. 
Estes A J 
Acme Mills Elev. Co. 
Richardson J. J 
Anderson, J. H. & Co 
Myers H. C. 
Johnson, W M 
Parker, W. L.
Myers S. T  
Myers, S T.
Myers, S. T  
Huttlxinson  
Estes! 'A. J. 
Chesley Coal Co 
Wall, J. T. 
Parker, W. L. 
Parker, S. F. 
Hutchinson, Walter 
Jno. Moayan, Co. 
Forbes Mfg. Co. 
Myers, S. T 
Estes, A. J 
Parker, W L. 
Forbes Mfg. Co. 
Clark H B 























































































May, 1907—To City Bank,
railroad coupons from 1
to 70 inclusive  1400 00
Nov., 1907—To City Bank,
railroad coupons from 1
to 70 inclusive 1400 00
$2800 00
SCHEDULE E. .,
Turnpike fond Fund, 1991 Issue of
$75,000.
July 1, 1907—First National
Bank, 'coupon numbers
from 1,to 150 inclusive.. 1876 0
Jan. '1, 1908—First National0 4
Bank. coupons numbers
from 1, to 150 inclusive. .1875 00
$3,750 00
SCHEDULE F.
Turnpike Bond Fund, 1907 Imre of
$100,000.00
Jan. 1, 1908—To City Bank
coupons from 1 to 20 in-
clusive  500 00
TEMPERANCE SPEECHES
Will be Made This Week in the New.
steed Precinct.
We are requested to announce the
following temperance speaking in
support of the local option election
which is to be held in the Newstead
precinct:
Rev. J. T. Hankins and Rev. Ar-
chie will speak at Julian, Ky..
Thursday night, Aug. 6, and at Mc-
Clain's chapel, col., Friday night,
Aug. 7. They will be assisted by
colored speakers at the Pee Dee
meeting.,
if 75 OQ J•ohnson, -Lou  18 00 •
!! 041000 NEW DISCOVER/
40 wm iiireiv Stop ThatSsolk.90., : -
$31,749 37
, MOH HOUSE FUND.
Williams '& Walker 
,t-441t.0 kfea6erecur, E. W. ,
 !of 210 ilfk, kiirtr%! F
UNUSUAL SUIT
IS FILED FOR NEXT TERM OF
COURT,
Plaintiff Claims He Cared For Defen-
dant's Child for Ten Years and
Has Never Been Paid.
T. B. Pendleton has filed suit
against J. M. Wright for $1,000, the
allegations contanied in the petition
being rather out of the ordinary.
The plantiff says that in August
1896 the defendant, whose wife had
died. prevailed on him to take his
infant child of only a few months
and take care of it, the father being
unable to provide for tne child but
agreeing to pay &reasonable amount
for its keep. In November 1906, so
the plaintiff claims, Mr. Wright re-
claimed the child who was then a
stout young fellow ten years of age.
Mr. Pendleton says that he has
been unable to collect anything for
board and expenses while the child
was under his charge and he thinks
the court should adjudge him at least
$100 per yea' or $1,000 for the entire
time, therefor.
FOR SALE—Two good mules 5
years old and wagon and harness.
Twelve months time with good se-
curity.
P. M. OWEN,
dlwlt R. R. No. 3, Hopkinsville.
-
UNEXPECTED DEATH
Of Aged Senator Wm. B. Allison of
!owa.
DUBUqUE, Iowa, August 5—
Senator 'William B. Allison, of
Iowa, died of heart failure yesterday
afternoon. Senator Allison has
been seriously ill since last Satur-
day,.bnt the facts of his condition
were concealed by his family. Had
Senator Allison lived to complete
his term in 1909 he would have serv-
ed longer in the United States sen-
ate than any other menthes. Gov.
A. B. Cummins on learning of the
senator's death decided to cut short
his vacation and will return to
Iowa to begin a campaign for elec-
tion as Senator Allison's successor.
FARMERS' INSTITUTE
Will be Held at Salubria Springs
August 21 and 22.
M. C. Rankin, state commissit Rot
of agriculture, has announced that
a Farmers' institute will be held at
Salubria Springs August 21 and 22.
This institute was originally sched-
uled to take place in Hopkinsville,
but at the request of the farmers it
was changed to Salubria Springs.
Commissioner Rankin proposes to
make the institute very interesting
and of much value to all who at-
tend. '
.41. gr CO IR.








Spend your money for your Amusements the same as you would
for your other wants
VISIT THE BEST ONLY!
Wait Only For the Bid Event and The Only Great
Show Coming This Season
SUN BROTHERS'
GREATER PROGRESSIVES HOWS
Entirely isTew for This Season. Enough New Features to Make it a •New
Show Throughout. No Time Worn Acts tire Here DisPikyed.
17 Years of Greatel. Success Than
All Other Shows
Greater and Richer in Wild Beast Wonders.
Greater and More Gorgeous in Appearance.
Greater and More Moral than all others
Greater and Finer Horses
Greater and Most Meritoricass,Acts




Will be donated to the. charitable institutions of this
town and county, If any gamblers, fakirs, swindlers and
ticket scalpers are knowingly permitted to operate in or
about the establishment of Sun Brother's Orcater Exhibitions.
Can Other Shows Say As Mch?
Every Day on the Show Orolinds and
ALL FREE TO THE PUBLIC
Will be given a plethora of the greatest Free out-door exhibitions ever de-
vised. Takes place at 11:30 a. m. These Free Fetes are something to
anticipate and want you to surely see them. Bring the children
2 Two Complete and UncurtaiIedPerformaiaces
Each Day






KLY KEA TuCK Y NE M ERA.
HER FEET WERE
SORE AND CRACKED
Soles Seemed as Though Covered
with Knife Cuts—Could Not Bear
Weight of Feet Even on Pillow—
Was Long Unable to Walk—Many
Remedies Failed—Now Cured.
WILL PRAISE CUTICURA
AS LONG AS SHE LIVES
"Some four years ago I had the mis-
fortune to have my feet get sore. The
doctors could not tell me what it was.
I used everything I could hear or think
of but all to no avail. The feet were
all cracked across the bottom as if you
had taken a knife and cut them every
whichway. They would peel up, and,
oh, my! how they did hurt when I
would try to walk — which I was not
eble to do for a long time. One day
one of our neighbors came to our house
and asked what was the matter. I
showed him my feet and he said he had
some Cuticura Ointment which would
heal them up. There was only enough
to apply once, but I found it helped
me so much that I sent for a set of
Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and
Cuticura Pills, costing one dollar, and
-to my great joy, my feet were cured
and have never troubled me since. I
shall praise Cuticura as long as I live
for the great help it has been. Mrs.
Margaret Primmer, Plattin, Mo., June
30 and July 21, 1907."
ECZEMAS
And Other Itching, Torturing
Humors Cured by Cuticura.
Warm baths with Cuticura Soap and
gentle anointings with Cuticura Oint-
ment afford instant
relief in the most dis-





and chafings of infancy
and childhood, permit
rest and sleep and point to a speedy
and permanent cure in the majority of
all other remedies fail.
comptc-te Fraternal and Internal Treatment for
ET/Cry Humor of Infants. Children. and Adults
consists of Cutkuri Sup 25c ) to Cleanse the Skin,
CUticusa Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cut ieara Resolvent (50e.), (or in the form of Chocolate
forded Pills 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Po, ter "orug & Chem
Corp , Sole Props.. Boston. Masa.
normalled Free. Cuticura Book on Skin
COOD
OSITION
Oratighon. gives contracts, backed by chain
eir 30 CoLlaeges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
rear‘e Success, to secure positions unclem
tescburable conditions or refund tuition. '
POOKKEEPING Draughon'scom-petitors, by notaccepting hit
rczotsition, concede that he teaches more
  eeping in THREE months than they
ali4R Draughon can convince YOU.„0,THAtta 75 per cent of the
United States
Courtiteporters
write the system of Shorthand DrangliOn
teaches, because they know it Is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, cal'
In Or wiiie JNO. F. DRAUGHON, President
DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
nir Q Sara BY 41A11.1
( lacy! porat.. d )
PA DUC A H. NASHVILLE,




DR. C. P. NEL,
Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
for the practiea of Veterinary
Surgery ape! D ntistry.
Office at Leyne's Stable
Ninth Street.
"VIPWT" 711•'7111"-irr" Wr'ala""71°' 7r1
Dr. R. L. Bradley
VeterinA:ry vtargeotr4,
atadnate of untarto Veterinary Cot
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist hi.Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lamenes'S and Dent! ;try. Cas-
tration or Stallions; fling 1 y a new
process. Very apecia surghal oper
ations for tie cure o Spavins and
Eltrinv.halt. • plaleeirotomy for the'cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Graye&• Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N. de-
pot. Telephone 145.

















Cleanses and beautifies toe
?stannic' a luxuriant growth.
/levee Pails to Restore Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cures scalp daesres & hair falling.
.s0e, sad 81_00 at
BOOKS ARE CLOSEOrDruggist Takes
His Own Medicine
NO MORE PLEDGES WILL BE
TAKEN BY THE ASSOCIATION.
For the 1908 Crop.—Practically
Every Farmer in Christian County
Had Already Joined.
(From Saturday's Dally)
Today is the time set by the ex-
ecutive committee of the Planters'
Protective association when the
membership books of that ornaniza-
don should be closed. This order
applies to the entire dark tobacco
district.
After today, therefore, the farmer
who has not signed up the pledges
must remain on the outside until
the books are again opeaed. The
pledges which have been ta ,en ex-
pire with the 1908 crop and when. the
books are again opened it will be for
the crop raised next year.
This also completes the three-year
term, for which pledges were taken,
and it has not yet been decided for
how long the pledges will be asked
when they are again solicited.
In many counties throughout the
district a whirlwind cainpaign has
been carrted on for the past few
weeks for the purpose of getting in
as near all the outsiders as possible.
These campaigns were remarkably
successful and it is said that an al-
most solid front will be presented to
the trust this fall.
In Christian county no such steps
were necessary and none such were
attempted. Many months ago Chair-
man W. W. Radford made the state-
ment that he did not believe there
were fifty farmers in the county who
were not members of the association
and his statement was never :ques-
tioned. This morning a member of
the county committee stated that
the association had at least ninety
nine per cent of the farmers on its
membership list. So the closing of
the books did not cut much ice here.
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min-
utes sure with one of Dr Shoop's
Pink Pain Tablets. The formu'a is
on the 25-cent box. Ask your doctor
or druggist about this formula. Stop
womally rains, headache. pains
anywhere. Write Dr. Shoop
Racine, Wis. for free trial to prove
value of his Headache,or Pink Pain
Tablets. Sold byAnderson&Fowler
Drug Coaincorporated
Drive rheumatism from the blood
with Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Rkme-
uy, Tablet or Liquid, Sold by An-
derson & Fowler Drug Co., incol po-
rated,
SUIT FOR DIVORCE
Brought By Mrs. Georgia Barnes
Against U. S. Barnes.
Mrs. Oreorgia Barnes has filed suit
for divorce against her husband, U.
S. Barnes, She charges him with
abandonment an l failure to provide
for her.
Mrs: Barnes prays for alimony in
the sum of $1,000 and upon her state-
ment that she believes her husband
contemplates leaving the etate an
attachment was issued against his
property.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, . and that is by consti-
tutional reined Les. Deal lieSs is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mu-
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hear.ng,and waen it is eitirely
Cit sed,D afness is the result-And uti-
lise; the inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its nor-
mal condition, hearing will be de-
stroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is
nothing but an inflamed condition
of the muncous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars free. F. H. CHENEY & Co.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation. For sale by Anderson &
Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated.
Don't Grumble
When your joints ache and you suf-
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle
of Ballard's Snow Liniment and get
instana relief. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Burns, Cuts, Con-
tracted Muscles, Sore Chest, etc. Mr
I. T. Bogy, a prominent merchant at
Willow Point, Tex., says that he
finds Ballard's Snow Liniment the
best all round Liniment he ever us-
ed. Sold 4ty L.. A. Johnson & Co.
No one is - immune • from kidney
trouble, so just remember that
Foley's Kidney Remedy will stop the
Irregularities and cure any case of
kidney or bladder troubles that is
not beyond the reach of medicine.
For sale by L. A. Johnson & Co.
The man who sells remedies for most
of the human ills, and hears day after day
the opinions of people who have used
these remedies, naturally comes to know
the superior from the inferior, and
when the time co.mes that he has to de-
cide on which remedy he will take, he
of course selects the one he litas heard
the most praise of. His own opinion,
coupled with that of his customers',
ought to go far in convincing the layman that
the remedy the druggist selects is the best in
the field.
J. M. Hawkins, a druggist of Mound City,
Kans., has sold medicines for a great many
years, and when finally he himself began to
suffer from stomach trouble he had no hesitancy
In deciding which remedy on his shelf he would
take. It was Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Now, aft A-- having given it a good test, Mr.
Hawkins writes us that it justified his high
opinion and he is cured.
It was the sarae with Druggist Kennedy, of
Lexington, Ill. He was not very robust, often
had constipation and such troubles, so, going
on what his customers who had used it told him.
he took Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been a well man ever since.
There is no better remedy on the shelf of any
druggist or in all materia medica than Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin for obstinate constipation,
dyspepsia, indigestion, flatulency, biliousness,
diarrhea, jaundice and other liver troubles,
whether the disease is in an infant, child, woman
or man.
It is the best family laxative. It is gentle and
effective, pleasant and sure. The proprietors
guarantee it absolutely both as to purity and
results to be expected. Usually one or two
dos 2s will bring about a complete change for
the better, and as it is only 50 cents or SJ. a bot-
tle sure relief can be had for a few cents. Buy a






WHEREAS at the regular June
term 1908 a/ the Christian county
court held by the regular presiding
judge of said court at the court house
itiChristian county,Kentucky,on the
1st day of June 1908, an application
by written petition and signed by
more than one hundred legal voters
in said county, was presented and
tendered, petitioning the judge of
county court of Christian county,
Kentucky, to make an orier on the
order book of said court directing
that an election be held in said
county and in every and each voting
precinct thereof on the 3rd day of
November 1908, which day is the
day at which the next regular elect-
ion is to be held, which order shall
direct the duly appointed, qualified
and acting election officers of Chris-
tian county, Kentucky, to open a
poll at their respective voting pre-
cincts in said county on said date for
the purpose of taking the sense of
the legal voters of the aforesaid
county, who are qualified to vote at
an election for county officers, upon
the proposition of whether or not,
cattle or any species thereof shall be
permitted to run at large in said
county, and,
WHEREAS said petition was sub-
mitted to the Fiscal court of Christ-
ian county, such court beiag com-
posed of duly elected, qualified and
acting magistrates of said county
and the county judge, ex officio, and
that said court in accordance with
section 4646 Kentucky statutes, de-
cided by a majority of the members
composing said court, that said elec-
f-ion shall be had to take the sense of
the voters of the entire county as to
Whether or not cattle or any species
thereof shall be permitted to run at
large in said county, which decision
of paid court was on 1st day of June
1908, entered of record upon the
order hook of said fiscal court, and,
WHEREAS said application by
written peftion was at said regular
June term of the Christian county
court, held on the 1st day of June
1908, in open court received by the
judge thereof and was filed and
tnade a part of the record herein
and entered upon the order book of
eaid court.
NOW, on this the 6th day of July
1908 at the regular term of said coun-
ty court, it appearing to the satis-
faction of the court from the said
petition filed that the signatures on
said petition are genuine and that
all of said petitioners are residents
of Christian county, Kentucky. and
legal voters, and as such are entitled
to vote in their respective precincts,
and it further appearing that more
than one hundred such signatures,
appeared attached to said petition
that same were so attached to said
petition before same was filed as
aforesaid, and it further appearing
that said aztion of the fiscal court
hereinabove set out, was properly
had and made of record by law in
such eases made and provided, and
the court being fully advised, ad-
judges and orders than an election
be held at the time, to-wit, on the
3rd day of November 1908 and for
the purpose stated in tne petition,
and that the regular appointed
and qualified and action election of-
ficers of the next general regular
election to be held in Christian
county, are hereby directed to open
a poll at respective precincts in said
county on the 3rd day of November
1908 for the purpose of ascertaining
the will of the voters of said county,
upon the question whether or not
they wish cattle or any species there-
of to run at large in said county.
CHAS. 0. PROWSE,
JUDOE : -CHAtISTIANa COUNTY
COURT, KENTUCKY.
A Copy-Attest,
G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk,
Christian County Court, Ky.
By W. R. WICKS, D. C.
Those wishing to try Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin before buy-
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer Is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken It. Send for It If you have ary
symptoms of stomach, fiver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. C.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
119 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, III.
SUMMONS OF DEATH
COMES UNEXPECTEDLY TO MR.
LOUIS W. CANSLER, CROFTON.
As he Arose From Breakfast r,ble he
Was Stricken and Died Immediately.
—Leaves a Family
(From Friday's Daily)
Louis W. (7aneler, one of the most
substantial aed energetic farmers of
the Crofton neighborhood, fell dead
this morning as lie arose from the
breakfast table after a hearty meal.
Mr. Cansler had always been noted
for his almost perfect and vigorous
health and had never given any in-
dication of organic trouble of any
kind. He was a man who was
thrifty in his habits and worked
with zeal and force whenever he had
a task to perform. Yesterday he
put in the day at the strenuous labor
of hauling logs in preparation for
building a barn, and he intended to
continue this work today. While
he was eating his breakfast some of
his neighbors who were to help him
today arrived and were waiting at
the gate when death overtook him.
The summons came entirely unex-
pected and before a physician could
, even get started to his home he was
dead.
1 Mr. Cansler lived about three
Every person in this city who is suf. miles west of Crofton. He was
fering from Eczema, Pimples, Dand- widely known and held the respect
ruff or any form of skin or scalp dis- and esteem of everyone. He was
ease, can find relief and be permanent- about forty years of age and leaves
ly cured by Zemo, a clean liquid for a widow and several children.
external use. All durggists sell ZEMO ce-11-4111 
Sold by At.derson & Fowler Drug August time, tells on the nerves.
Co., incorporated. , But that ispiritless,no ambition feel
-
ing can be easily and quickly al-
tered by taking what is known be
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. Within 48 hours after
beginning to use the Restorative,im-
provemeet will be notice. Of
course, full health will not immedi-
ately return. The gain. however,will
surely follow. And best all, you will
realize and feel your strength and
ambition as it is returning. Outside
influences depress first the "inside
nerves" then the stomach, Heart,
and Kidneys will usually fail
Strengthen these failing nerves with
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and see how
quickly health will be yours again.
Sold by Anderod&Fowler Drug Co.,
incorporated.
-o-
OLD AGE AND YOUTH.
HENDERSON, Ky., July 31.-
Alfred A. Harris, a resident of this
county, 61 years old, was married to
Miss Rachel Hust, also of this coun-
ty, a young miss of 16 summers.
They were married in County Clerk
L. W. Powell's office by Esq. W. H.
Negley. The girl's father accom-
panied the bride and groom.
1 • Don't Be Blue
And loose all interest when help is
within reach. Herbine will make
that liver perform its duties proper-
ly, J. B. Vaugh, Elba, Ala.,writes:
"Being a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver,
I have found Herbine to be the best
medicine for these troubles on the
market. I have used it constantly.
I believe it to be the best medicine
of its kind, and I wish all sufferers
from these troubles to know the
good Herbine has clone me. For sale
by L. A. Johnson & Co.
CLASS HONORS
Secured by Dr. D Y. Keith of This
City.
At the commencement of the Lou-
isville Hospital & Medical college, a
class of 102 was graduated, the exer-
cises taking place at MaCauley's
theater in Louisville.
In distributing the class honors
those of the junior class went to
George S. Martin, of Texas, and to
D: Y. Keith, of this city.
Dr. Keith is a brother of Dr. Paul
Keith and a most capable and de-
serving young man.
Beautiful Women
Plump cheeks, flushed with the
soft glow of health and a pure com-
plexion, make all women beautiful.
Take a small dose of Herbine after
each meal; it will prevent constipa-
tion and help you digest what you
have eaten. Mrs Wm M Stroud,
Midlothian, Tex.. writes: "We have
used Herbine in our family for eight
years, and found it the best medi-
cine we ever used for constipation,
bilious fever and malaria." Sold by
L. A. Johnson & Co.
*411.3•Ini.a.Wir3v,11L,Irak IL/PIM Si' 41141.1111,64.
; Dr. Edwards,ISpecialist, ;
C Eye, Ealr, Nose and
i/ Throat. Test made free of
; 
charge for glasses. Phoe-
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Every woman covets a shape-
ly figure, and many of them
deplore the loss of their girl-
0ME iTs h e fboeramr isn ga f 
of
t efr c hmi ladrrrei ang ei 
s
.
often destructive to the
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birth less, and carries her
safely through this critical
period. Thousands grate-
fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived from the use
Atlanta. Ga.  IEND
Book mailed free to all exi)eetant mothers.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
of this remedy. itil.Ooypderruatitirlies.
...YAYAWFAVAnt LAST
AtrAtrAirActiow, AS LONG







In some cases they last longer. They never need
repairs. They're fire-proof, storm-proof. They re-
duce the cost of insurance, and they're easy to lay.
They preserve the building too, by keeping out damp-
ness: so if you want a thoroughly cozy home in winter,
and a cool house in summer, you can't do better than
see that Cortright Shingles are used for the covering.
Forbes ManTg. Co., incorporated Hopkinsville, Ky
Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
For High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.











Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select home school
for young women and girls. Full complement of tried teachers.






We have anything you want in this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and det






Buy Car Load or Less—Any Quantity
Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Wool,
Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow Hides, Mule Hides
Horse hides and Sheep Hides,i
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or _hone
The Haydon Produce Company,
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322,






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27,
New York
nodoi Dyspepsia Gar*
lillesonti what aaeal tame
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR .„,01,.08,OUCHS scTrial Bottle Freinr m I














Cut Prices at Anderson's
Men's Finest Coat and Pants Suits, worth $12.50 to $20, at One-Third Off
Pick of Entire Stock Men's Suits at One-Fourth Off.
Any Straw Hat in the House, worth $1.00 to $7.50, at One-Half Off
Choice Entire Stock Odd Pants at One-Fourth Off
Choice of Entire Stock of Men's Oxfords and Low Shoes at One-Fourth Off
Choice all Ladies Oxfords, worth 2.50 to 3.50, at One-Fourth Off
J. H. Anderson & Co.
RIDDLED BM
OF MILLARDCOLLINS FOUND IN
A GINSENG PATCH
Killed .by a Shot Gun Arranged to
Fire When Anyone Entered
The Patch
shotgun, mechanically arranged 
to
shoot, the gun having been p
laced
in the ginseng patch ofJohn 
Wilson,
of Ben Hur.
Collins' body was found by his
wife Wednesday. Collins dissappear-
ed from his home with his br
other
about ten days ago. Mrs. Collins 
re-
ceived a letter from her husband's
father in Tennessee, stating that his
son, who had been boarding with
the Collins family in Virginia, had
come home. He stated that his son 
en out by a posse of citizens and the
had told him that he and his 
broth_ soldiers.
er, Millard, had gone into Wilson's, 
Over long distance telephone this
ginseng patch when a gun
rnmor was denied by a Guthrie citi-was dis•
charged. Millard fell,but his brother
ran away. •
On reacting the letter Mrs. Collins
14IDDLESBORO, Ky.,July 31._ wen
t to the ginseng patch and found
Pennington Gap, Va., is consider- he
r husband's body. John Wilson,
ably agitated over the finding of the ow
ner of the ginseng garden is al-
body of Millard Collins, near Ben mo
st prostrated over tho killing of
Hur. Va., riddled with shot. Collins Colli
ns. He stated that notice as
was killed by the discharge of a Poste
d on his garden to the effect
that he had several guns arranged
to fire mechanically and he thought
this would scare away all the
marauders.
RUMOR WAS UNTRUE
A wild eyed rumor was spread
here this morning that several hun-
dred negroes had entered Guthrie
about 2:30a. in., and had been driv-
zen and the statement made that no
body of men entered the town at all
and that the night passed quietly.
From parties coming from Guthrie
this morning: is learned that reports
were received there last night that
the negroes were on their way and
that citizens, in addition to the
soldiers on duty there, had patrol!-
the town.
AN EDITORIAL
CAUSES SERIOUS TROUBLE AT
MADISON VILLE.
MADISON VILLE, Ky., Aug. 4.—
J. B. Brasher, editor of the Madison-
ville Journal, and Jack Shanks, a
non-union contractor, engaged in a
fight at the depot hero yesterday
which resulted in Shanks' receiving
a number of ugly gashes about the
face. Shanks, it is said attacked
Brasher. striking him in the face
and knocking him back several feet.
Brasher sprang on Shanks, cutting
several ugly gashes in his face and
near the throat with a pocketknife.
It is claimed that Shanks also had a
large knife in his hand, but that
Brasher caught his wrist with one
hand and •made quick slashes at
Shanks' face with the other, which
kept Shanks busy warding off his
licks. Men standing by separated
them. The trouble grew out of: a
recent editorial in the Madisonville
Journal rererring to Shanks as an
enemy to organized 14 bo r. The
wounds of Shanks are not serious.
FOR SALE—Or exchange for
town property, two small farms with
good buildings. Mrs. E. J. Jones,
St. Elnici, Ky. d2tdrw lt
Eczema is Curable
ZE MO, a scientific preparation for
external use. Stops itching instantly
and destroys the germs that cause skin
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is
permanently cured by this remarkable
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam-
ple. E. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
I Sold by Anderson dz Fowler Drug
Co., Incorporated.
SQ, ALEX CAMPBELL
Adjudged of Unsound Mind And Sent
to Asylum
Before a jury in the county court
this morning Squire Aleximder
Campbell was adjudged of unsound
'mind and was ordered to be confined
in the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane. While the citizens
generally did not realize his condi-
tion, Squire Campbell's mind has
I been steadily failing for the past1
two:years and he has now become so
childish and irresponsible that, he
was too great a charge to be left to
his family and relatives. He is seven-
ty-five years of age. His raasoning
powers seem to be gone entirely. In
his day Mr. Campbell possessed one
of the brightest minds in the city
and his break down will be learned
with general regret
I'M GETTING FOND OF YOU.
Sung by JULIAN ELTINGE in Vaudeville.






Music by LESTER KEITH.
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WHILE FAMILY WERE RETURNING
TO THEIR HOME
James Woodford, an Aged Resident
of North Christian, Passed
Away Saturday.
While returning home Saturday
afternoon from a family reunion,
the three-year-old child of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Tuggle, of the Julien
vicinity, died with spasms. Before
the reunion broke up the child was
seized with a spasm but was pulled
through. After leaving the reunion
and while Mrs. Tuggle and another
lady, with the child, were driving
alongithe road, with Mr. Tuggle and
a friend in a second buggy, the child
was again seized with a opasm and
died.
The body was buried in the family
burying ground Sunday.
---
James Woodford. one of the oldest
and best known residents of the Pil-
ot Rock neighborhood, died Satur-
day of senility. He leaves a wife
and one son.
Interment took place at Ebenezer
ehareh Sunday.
From Day to Day
After more than four years of ser-
vice with the Kentucky Board of
Fire Underwriters, Claude F. Sny-
der, secretary, has resigned, the
resignation to take effect Septem-
ber 1. B. F. Weitzel, former presi-
lent of the company, in speaking of
the matter, said that the resignation
has hot been officially considered by
the board of directors, and that it
will not be until August 11. He
stated that Mi. Snyder will accept
the state agency for the North Amer-




The latest innovation in fine writ-
ing materials is a perfumed ink.
When a letter is written with this
inks. the recipient, upon opening the
enveilope, is greeted with a most de-
licate and pleasing perfume. Of
eourask the Hopkinsville stores have
Viand one day recently a young lady
was investigating the ink and as she
and the salesman were discussing
its qualities and merits another
young lady stepped up and listened
with close attention to the conversa-
tion.. Fnally the new corner broke
in with, "And wouldn't it make a
dandy shoe polish."
A Knoxville church paper recent-
ly contained the following com-
plimentary notice of the playing of
Mrs. J. H. Anderson, formerly !of
Hopkinsville. "We were truly glad
to have Mrs. J. H. Anderson play
for us the past two Sundays, while
our organist was at Asheville. She
is one of, if not the best organist in
the city. Besides going through one
a the best conservatories, she has
rare musical talent. And all that,
with her devoted Christian life,
thrown into an organ, music; rare
and beautiful rolls from the in-
strument that gladdens the heart
mat down and inspires the faithful
to greater undertakings. Our peo-
ple enjoyed her presence as well as
they did her playing."
The Nashville lenneesein says:
"Jere Tobin of this city saved the
life of a young lady at Atlantic City
a few days ago. Information rela-
tive to his heroic act has just been
received here in a letter frioni John
Ryan and J. N. Steadwell, two other
Nashvillians who were there at th
time. It is stated in the letter that
the young lady was going down for
the third time when rescued by Mr.
Tobin, and that he saved her .from
drowning at the risk of losing his
own life. Mr. Ryan stated in his
letter that the act was witnessed by
Mr. Steadman and himielf, and that
Mr.Tobin richly deserves a Carnegie
bero medal."
The hero is a brcther of Jack To-
bin of this city, and has many
friends here.
After all, Hopkinsville and Chris-
tian county people are to have an
opportunity to see a circus this year.
It may not be one of the biggest ones
as so many had hoped for butit is a
circus, and a good one too, and big
crowds will doubtless see both per-
formances on August 20. The circus
is Sun Brothers, which has been
bere several times and 'never -failed
to please.
Dclutig's New tile Pills
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SPASM WAS FATAL'ARE YOU SUREILARGE ATTENOTNCEI That the ioe cream you buy is strictlyPURE I
Do von know that the makers' hands
mwfire clean, flies excluded from the factory,
and freezers and other utensils kept in
Sanitary Condition/
Why take any chance where your health
ia concerned Why not
MAKE AND FREEZE YOUR OWN ICE CREAM
In 10 MINUTES
FOR 1c. A PLATE with
Jell-0 ICE CREAM Powder
.1t is so easy. Simply stir contents of
one 13c. package into a quart of milk and
freeze, without cooking, heating or the ad-
dition of anything else. This makes two
quarts of ice cream, clean, pure and whole-
some. A good ice cream freezer can be
bought for a dollar or two which will last
for years, and will soon save its cost.
2 packages JELL-O IC CREAM Pow.
der for 25c.
Flavors: Chocolate, Vawilla, Straw-
berry, Lemon and t'nflavored.
Sold by all good grocers.
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
INSTITUTE BEGINS
WHITE TEACHERS OF THE COUN-
TY ARE IN SESSION.
Dr. A. J. Kinnaman is Instructor and
Miss Avis Westcott is Here
Again.
(From Monday's Daily)
The Christian county teachers' in-
stitute, white, began this morning.
Tile sessions are being held in the
circuit court room and when the
call to order was made this morning
there was an unusually good atten-
dance of the teachers.
The institute was opened with a
fervent prayer by Rev. A. u. Bid-
dle, which was followed by a song
service.
The instructor this year is Dr. A.
J. Kinnaman, dean of the Southern
Normal school at Bowling Green.
Dr. Kinnaman is prominent in ed-
ucational circles and his services as
instrncror are much in demand.
Miss Avis Westcott, of Minneapo-
lis, who created such a favorable
impression here last year. and who
gave so much valuable information
in regard to primary work, is with
Vie institute again this year. Miss
Westcott is a specialist in the art of
teaching children by such easy
stages that they are not made to
abhor their studies, but at the same
time the results are attained.
The colored institute closed Friday
after a most helpful session. All of
the teachers attended with much
regularity and entered into the dis-
cussions with deep interest. Every-
one seemed to be freshly charged
with enthusiasm for the coming
term.
Prof. F. L. Williams, of Coving-
ton, again demonstrated his learn-
ing and ability as an instructor of a
high order.
LEAVE CLARKSVILLE
The Louisville Herald says: "One
of the most important deals of the
past few months, and one which pre-
sages the coming to Louieville of a
large and well known tobacco manu-
facuring plant was made yesterday
when the property of the American
Seeding MachineCompany, on Green
street, was sold to the firm of Luck-
ett & Wade -for a purchase price in
the neigh. orhood of $25.000. The
deal was closed through the agency
of the firm of John H. Brand & Co.
"It was stated last night that the
firm of Luckett & Wade, which has
operated a plant in Clarksville,
Tenn., for many years, has been
desirous of coming to Louisville for
many months but until ths vacating
of the newly purchased plant could
not find quarters that were entirely
satisfactory. It is said that the new
concern will open their plant for
operation some time next month."
TRIPLE DAMAGES
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 3.—
Suit for $1,600,000 damage e under the
Sherman anti-trust law ,was bought
in the federal court today by the
Monarch Tobacco company, a large
independent concern, against the
American Tobacco company. The
petition alleges the American Tobac-
co company through operations con-
ducted in restrain of trade, restrict-
ed the manufacture and sale of to-
bacco to such an extent that the
Monarch company had been crowd-
out of several profitable *ening
fields. The Monarch company al-
leges damages sustained amount to
$600,000 and ask for triple reimburse-
ment under the punitive clause of
the Sherman act.
Suit is understood to be an out-
growth of the showing made during
the federal investigation of the to-
bacco trade conducted last Winter.
OF THE MEETING TODAY OF THE
ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE
Resolution Indorsing Mr. Ewing Is
Adopted, Picnic Is Abandoned And
Much Business Is attended to
(From Monday's Daily)
The Planters' Protective Associa-
tion held its regular monthly meet-
ing in the county city room this
morning at ten o'clock. The meeting
was celled to order by County
Chairman W. W. Radford. Crop
conditions were reported as being
only fair, and with good weather
only 66 per cent. of the crop could be
raised. The question of unsatis-
factory prizing was thrashed out and
the poorness of the crop given as the
reason for dissatisfaction in this
quarter. Some dissatisfaction was
expressed in regard to the slow
Ernovemetit of tobacco on hand as
only 60 to 66 per cent.of the crop has
been disposed of, but In view of the
fact that the prices received for even
this amount are equal to the money
gotten for the entire crop in years
gone by, all the loyal association
men were urged to accept conditions
iss they are and patiently wait until
all the crop could be disposed of at
present prices.
The question of pledges for the
coming year was brought up. Many
of the members approved signing at
once, and a resolution was passed
asking Mr. Radford to confer with
the district committee with a view
to having the pledges prepared be-
fore the time originally set—in Octo-
ber after the election of officers.
A resolution was adopted unani-
mously approving of the sterling
qualities of General Manager Felix
G. Ewing, of elenraven, Tenn., and
pledging him the support of the
county. This resolution will be
published in full tomorrow. 1
The meeting was characterized by
a spirit of loyalty to the association
and.a feeling that everything was
progressing satisfactorily for the
farmer and the outlook for the fu-




FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 3—Gov.
Willson today renewed his offer of
$50) reward each for the arrest and
conviction of the leaders and chief
officers of the night rider raids on
Princeton, Hopkinsville and Rus-
sellville. The time for which the
rewards as originally made had ex-
pired and to keep them in force it
was neeessary to renew the offer.
1FELL FROM WINDOWDid Four Year Old Chiid But Was
Unhurt.
The four year old child of Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Murphy fell from a sec-
ond story window at the home of
D. E. Fowler, en the Clarksville
pike, Sunday afternoon, but beyond
a general shaking up and soreness
of the muscles no injuries were sus-
tained. The child was leaning against
the window ledge when her hand
slipped and she pitched out of the
window and struck the hard ground,
In a few minutes she was laughing
over the occurrence with the rest of
the family.
SHOOTING AT FAIRVIEW
And Gun Artist is7Arrested and Jailed
Here.
Jim Jessup shot Charlie Finch
Friday night at Fairview; one bul-
let from Jessup's pistol striking
Finch in the leg and another in the
shoulder. Jessup came here after
the shooting and was later arrested
on a warrant charging him with
malicious shooting with intent to
kill.
When arrested Jessup claimed
that the shooting was accidental.
According to his story he and Finch
were scuffling over the pistol and
it went off. Both parties are negroes.
dears the
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Hugh Wood of Louisville
yesterday in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd loft
this morning for Muskogee, 0. T.
Mrs. W. D. Buckberry of Bowling
Green is the guest of Mrs. W. A.
Davis.
Mrs. Fred Collard will leave to-
morrow for Louisville and Cincin-
nati to visit relatives.
Miss !Jean McKee has returned
from Knoxville, Tenn.
Miss Mollie Martin will leave to-
morrow for a visit to relatives at
R ussellville.
Driscoll McGowan, of Cincinnati,
is here visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. McGowan.
•-11-••••••--
TOBACcO NOTES 51
Last week was another dull one in
local tobacco circles, the sales for
the week showing a slight decrease
from the week preceding. Even
with these conditions there is no in-
dication of a decrease in prices, the
farmers organizations, which con-
trol all the tobacco in sight, stead-
fastly demanding the full schedule
figures.
With the Planters' Protective as-
sociation the sales amounted. to 47
hogsheads. Some sales were made
nearly every day of the week. The
buyers all say ;they are ready and
anxious to make purchases, but that
the orders are not forthcoming.
Sales for the month were 431 hogs-
heads and for the year 2,818 hogs-
heads.
Quieter conditions were also noted
at the Society of Equity warehouse
during the week, not so many hogs-
heads beiug sold as during the pre-
ceding week.
A report as to the general condi-
tion of the market as seen by Broker
M.D. Boales, during the month is as
follows:
The past month has been quite
dull and sales were small for the sea-
son. This was due to the uncertain
condition of the tobacco which has
been passing through the sweating
process produced by hot weather.
This is now well past and inspections
show the tobacco to be in better con-
dition than had been anticipated.
The growing crop is doing well in
the field, but is very irregular in
growth on account of varying times
of planting. Some is now past the
first suckering and will be cut by
about August 15 to 20th. Much of it
is spreading on the hill and growing
nicely. The prospects are good for
a good size crop of all styles of dark
tobacco that may be wanted. Prices
remain unchanged as to grade,
nothing,selling below $7. Quotations
are:
"Lugs—Low, $700@7.50; common
$7.50@ 8.00 ; medium, $8.00(e 8,75 ; good
$9.0O@9.75; fine, $10@l0.60.
Leaf—Low $10@10.60; common, $11
@$12; medium, $12(013; good, $13.50
@15.00; fine, $15@l8.00.
Cigar wrappers, $12 50(0,16.00;
binders, $9.00@11.00; fillers, $7@$10.
NIGHT RIDERS
3.—
Night Riders, only three or four in
number,judging from the tracks left
went to the home of John Herron
last night and dug up a few plants
of tobacco. Splitting one plant a note
was stuck in to it warning Herron
not to sell any more tobacco. As the I
riders passed the barn several shot '
were fired into the building.
PRINCETON, Ky., Aug.,
A10.
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STATE TROOPS
ARE REGULARLY ON DUTY AT
CLARKSVILLE
•
Have Been Since March.—Were
dered Out by Gov. Patterson
As —Sheriff's Posse."
Or-
The Nashville Tennesseean says:
State troops are and have been on
duty in the "Black Patch" of Ten-
nessee since last March.
They are on duty by order of Gov.
M. R. Patterson, acting under au-
thority vested in him by the act of
the legislature of 1893, giving the
chief executive power to call out the
militia to quell any disorder which,
in his opinion, has become too strong
for the county authorities to cope
with.
The men on duty are under Capt.
Morton M. Mcaehee, of Company
H, First Tennessee infantry, and
;lean th,
itriztature
TRY THIS FOR DESSERT
Dissolve one package of any flav-
ored Jell-o in one pint of boiling
water. When partly congealed,
beat light adding one cup of
whipped creamand six crushed
maccaroens. Whip all together
thoroughly and pour it into a mold
or bowl. When cool, it will jelly
and may be served with whipped
cream or any good pudding sauce.
The Jell-o costs 10c per package and
can be obtained at any good grocer's.
PERSONAL NOTES
(From Monday's Daily
Drs. Jas. E. Oldham of this city
and W. H. Oldham, of Trenton, left
Saturday night for Kirksville, Mo.,
to attend the annual Osteopathic
convention and clinics.
Miss Elizabeth Nourse has teturn-
ed from Pittsburg where she has
been taking a course in music.
Mrs. Green Henry Russell left this
morning for Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Guy Earl Foard who has
been the guest of Mrs. Major Wool-
dridge has returned to her home at
Adairville.
number about 33 men, although
when first ordered out they num-
spent bered from 46 to 48 men.
They form a "sheriff's posse" in
Clarksville, and it is understood
they have been on duty there for the
past three months, guarding that
city from a possible attack. They
meet all late trains, stay up all
night. are heavily armed, and have
a regular barracks for headquarters.
T113 law under which the governor
acted is chapter 149, Acts of 1893,
and during the month of May the
expenses of the militia were $1,506.88.
During June there wete 4.6 men on
duty, at an expense of $1,077, and
for the month of July, just ended,
the expense of maintaining the pos-
se was only $780.70.
In all,' the disbuesements to the
state militia on duty at Clarksville
for the three months of May, June
and July was $3,564.88.
To those who are unacquainted
with the situation in Clarksville, it
may be said that the people of that
city—business men, property hold-
ers, and especially tobacco dealers
- -have been living for months in
terror of Night Riders.
The law cited by Gov. Patterson
as a basis for his action, was passed
in 1893, during, or just after, the
memorable Coal Creek mining dis-
turbances, which became exceeding-
ly serious and resulted in riot and
bloodshed for a week or more.
The law gives to the governor
power to call out the entire state
militia, as well as every sheriff in
the state, to "repel any invasion of
the state, and to suppress all insur-
rections, mobs and other like un-
lawful assemblages, whether exist-
ing or imminent, that shall, in his
opinion, be too formidable for the
local county authorities, or shall
threaten to any serious extent, the
immediate interests of the state."
It is seen that the governor does
not, under the above clause, have to
wait until a sheriff calls upon hini
for help. He is empowered to order
out the state guard to quell any dis-
order "chat shall, IN HIS OPIN-
ION, be too formidable for the local
county authorities."
All militia and sheriffs so called
out by the governor, receive the pay
provided for militia on duty, and
"any sheriff or other person," says
the act, "who refuses to obey
promptly any summons or call of
the governor, or any citizens, who
refuse to obey the oall of any sheriff,
or anyone who leaves or deserts the-
service during such time, shall be
punished by a fine of not less than
$10 nor more than $50,and be subject
to imprisonment, in the discretion
of the court, not to exceed thirty
days."
To enforce the provisions of this
act, the governor is authorized and
empowered to purchase all neces-
sary supplies for said forces while
in service, and for that and their
compensation, he may draw upon
the state treasury.
Since the militia went on duty in
Clarksville there have been no out-
breaks of a violent nature, and it is
believed that the governor's prompt
action has had much to do with pre-
serving and upholding the law.
Hotel Changes Hands.
A change in the proprietorship of
the Hotel Henrietta has taken place
this week, Mr. H. W. Herndon,
having sold to Mr. N. C. Doyle.. a
well known and experienced hotel
man, of Fulton. The sale is due to
Mr. Herndon's failing health, and
he and his family will leave next
Monday for Grayson Springs for the
summer and fall months.—Prince-
ton Leader.
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Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
county with aboat 80 acres of fine
timber, good residence, store house,
blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, farm wa-
gon, dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill, hay rake, disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, eider mill and all small
tools, needed on a farm, also full set
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
Farm of 193 acres of land near
Swift Ford, good dwelling, tenant
house, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and water; will be sold cheap
Farm has two sets improvements
two good tot acco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $5,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville 
Nee
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies well and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about 34 mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared. 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine new stable, cost *700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house and good tobacco
barn.oo
acres desirable farming land
in 
Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 2489tacres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house Ui
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 26 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and 'a splendid
location for country storo. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres well improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
77 $ acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
ville on Masons Mill road.
366YL acres on Palmyra road near rk
Orarrettsburg, Ky.
236 acres good red clay land, well
improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem-
broke, Ky.
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N.
R. R.
if
246 sores good improvemerfts, 7
miles west of Hopkinsville, Price
$1500.
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
Mill road. Price $750.
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
on pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres 234 miles S. W. of Crof-
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
326 acres 3 miles south of 110p-
kinsville on pike.
263 acres 6 miles-nAlltraTown.
630 acres 2 miles from Fairview:like/kit
yKiyil.e.,one of the finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkint-
448 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 ot 6 miles from town on'
Kirkmaneville road, good improve.N
ments. Price $700. of•
386 acres 5 miles from city on the -
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
276 acres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
8734 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
145 acres 134 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
125 acres on Princeton road,. 12
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 26
acres in timber, well improved and
bottom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres
about 1 :mile from above tract,- 10
acres cleared balance in timber.
Price $15 per acre.
Good3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
lnigood repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
$700. This is a bargain.
WINFREE & KNIGHT.:
•
FOR SALE—A yoke of good work
Oxen, well trained, also log wagon,
chains and skids. Apply to JOHN








HE NEVER you get out of doors, draw the
 chin in, carry the
crown of the head high, and fill the lun
gs to the utmost;
greet your friends with a smile, and put sou
l into every hand
clasp. Do not fear being misunderstood;
 and never waste a
minute thinking about your enemies. Try 
to fix firmly in
your mind what you would like to do, a
nd then without vio-
lence or direction you will move straight 
to the goal. Keep
your mind on the great and splendid things y
ou would like to do; and then
as the days go gliding by, you will find yourse
lf unconsciously seizing the
opportunities that are required for the fulfillme
nt of your desire, just as the
coral insect takes from the running tide the 
elements it needs. Picture in
your mind the able, earnest, useful person you 
desire to be, and the thought
you hold hourly is transforming you into that 
particular individual. Thought
is supreme. Preserve a right mental a
ttitude—the attitude of courage,
frankness and good cheer. To think rightly is 
to create. All things come through desire, and every sin-
cere prayer is answered. We become lik
e that on which our hearts are fixed. Carry your chin in and the
crown of your head high. We are gods in the
 chrysalis. COPYRIGHT, 1908, BY ELBERT HUBBARD
ankrupt a e herein conveyed being bounded and
Will Book Z. at page 56, and the lot
B described as follows to wit: Begin-
ning at a stake, Wallace and Ad-
In the District Court of the 
cock's north corner, (now Wallace
& DeTreville,) also Keach's corner;
thence in a westernly direction 631
feet to a stake in the line of . che
Tennessee Central railroad right-of
way, being 83 feet south of southern
gatepost; thence in a southerWy di-
-
• rection and with said 
railroad right-
In matter of Hopkinsville Lumber 
of-way, four hundred and 
forty-
Company, bankrupt, in bankruptcy.
seven, (447) feet te a stake in said
1
right-of-way; thence in an easternly
direction eight hundred and fifty-
eight(858) ft. to west edge of Canton
pike, at a stake; thence in a north-
easternly direction and with the
west edge of the said Canton pike
' two hunired and sixty-nine (269,)
' feet to the corner of Wallace & Ad-
cock's, (now Wallace & DeTreville)
present lot of said pike; thence with
their present line and in a westernly
direction, three hundred feet to
another of their corners; thence
with their present western line in a
northernly direction, to the point of
beginnning, containing by survey of
Rodman Y. Meacham, eight 53-100
acres (853y'
Alse, all the machinery and ap-
pliances, which constittite the plant
recently operated by said company;
also certain lumber and materials
and other personal property.
F. Crenshaw's lot on said pike; Said real estate will be first offered
thence with a line of said Crenshaw, in two lot.e together w
ith the ma
N 63%, W 410 teet to a stake another chinery as follows: T
he second tract
corner of said Crenshaw, thence, at of land, described above 
with the
tight angles to said second line, or buildings situated t
hereon will be
S 26ji W 300 feet to a stake; thence offered first, then, th
e first tract of
with a straight line from said last land with the buildings 
thereon. to-
stake to the begineing; but except- getherNwith all the mach
inery ex-
slog and excluding from this convey- cept three pieces of ma
chinery 01
which J. A'. Fay & Egan Co.. has
liens, which will be soai separately;
then, the two lots of real estate, to
gether with all the machinery ex-
cept the three pieces above named
will be offered as a whole, and the
sale made in the way that most
money will be realized. Then, the
three pieces of machinery above de-
scribed,which is the;machinery that
J. A. Fay & Egan company, of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, have a lien on will be
; sold separately. Then, the material,
lumber and other personal property
" will be sold separately.
I
I The purchaeer or 
purchasers for
the real estate and machinery will
be required to give bond with good
security, or may pay cash. The lum-
ber and other personal property than
'the machinery will be sold for cash.
I , , ithis s a thoroughly well equipped
plant, and Hopkinsville is a good
location for a planing -mill and lum-
ber contracting business. For fur-
ther information, address the
Planters Bank & Trust Company, or
Hunter Wood & Son, Hopkinsville,
Ky. July 29, 1908.
PLANTERS BANK
COMPANY, Trustee.




In pursuance of an order of sale
, entered herein the trustee, th
e
1 Planters Bank & Trust comp
any,
will, on Tuesday, the first day of
September, at ten o'clock, a. m., sell
at public auction, to the highest bid-
der on a credit of six months, at the
plant of the Hopkinsville Lumber
company, situated in and near the
city of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, in
which said company recently did
business the following property, to-
- wit: Two parcels of land situated
near Hopkinsville, in Christian
county, Kentucky, described as fol-
lows:
FIRST TRACT: "Beginning at a
point marked by a stake on the Can-
ton pike; thence with the west edge
of said pike, with the meanders
thereof, 300 feet to the corner of M.
ance a lot on the most easternly cer-
ner of said parcel, fronting fifty feet
on Canton pike and running back
one hundred feet on the northeast-
ern boundary,- more or less, which
excep.ted strip or lot was conveyed
0. L. Mayes, and Lis deed is re•
ferred to for accurate description of
same. l'his is the saute lot conveyed
to J. A. Wallace ,and W. A. Adcock
on the 26th of January, 1914 by deed
from Fannie Phelps, Corrie Phelps
and Lillie B. Phelps, now recorded
in Christian county clerk's office in
Med Book No. 107, at page 119, and
the said _Adcock's interest in said
lot was conveyed by him and wife
to said R. H. DeTreville, on the 28th
day of December, 1906, by deed re-
corded in Deed Book No.113, at page
369, in the same office."
SECOND TRACT: "Was con-
veyed to said Wallace & Adcock,
jointly on March 8, 1906, by Fannie
Phelps. t_'orrie Phelps and Lillie B.
Phelps by deed recorded in same of-
fice in Deed Book No. 112, page 139,
snd the interest of W. A. Adcock in
ofilme having been conveyed by him
''and his wife to R. H. DeTreville by
deed dated December 28. 1906, re-
"td corded in same office in Deed Book
113, page 369. It is described as fol-
lows, to-wit: A certain lot or par-
es' of ground situated neat thp
western limits of the said city of
Hopkinsville, in the county and
state aforesaid. on the west side of
the Canton pike or street, adjoining
the property now owned and occu-
pied by the parties of the second
part, (referring to Wallace & Ad-
cock), being a Part of the land de-
vised to the parts of the first part,
(referring to grantors, Fannie. Cor-
rie and Lillie Phelps), and their sis-
ter, by the will of their mother,
Mrs. Cornelia F. Phelps, dated Feb.
13, 1888, and recorded on September
7, 1896, in the office of the clerk of
the Christian county court, in
Will Book Y, at page 384, and the
interest of said sister, Mattie U.
Ph+lps, devised to said grantors,
Fannie Phelps and others by her
will of March L, 1899, and recorded






Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its fundssolely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.










as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.








mer Ones Be Refunded.
GOOD NEWS
Many Hopkinsville Readers Have
Heard It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
CLARKS- -
thousand of had back sufferers in
Hopkins vine are glad to learn that
prompt relict is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching hack
is bad no more, thaeks to DO:111"B
Further Kidney Pills. NI: n people are
t,)11ing• the good ne%s of their ex-
perience with the Old Quaker Re-
medy. Here is an example worth
reading:
R. H. Buck, living on South
Franklin street, Madisonville, Ky.,
says "Doan's Kidney Pills is an
exceedingly good remedy for kiiney
complaint and backache. I was
never seriously troubled until about
nine months ago I was taken with
an attack of bsekache caused I
think by strain from over-lifting. I
was annoyed a good deal. I saw
Doan's Kidney Pills advertised,
and concluding to give them a trial
got a supply. They proved very
satisfactory. curing attack in a short
time. Sontetime later, there were
symptoms Of a recurrence, and I ap-
pealed to Doan's Kidney Pills again.
They relieved me in a short time,
and they keep my kidneys in ex-
cellent condition."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole gents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's—and take no other.
For-
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 1-7
A bill was filed in the chancery
court to restrain the directors of the
Greenwood Cemetery Co. from de-
claring a dividend on the company's
stock and to compel them to refund
a dividend of 6 per cent which was
declared last October, it being
claimed that the company is an
eleemosynary corporation, rather
than a corporation for private bene-
fit. The complainants are B. H.
Owen, a large stockholder, and the
following lot owners: C. L. Lock-
ert, Q C. Atkinson, Mrs. S. E. At-
kinson, C. B. Lyle, Dr. C. E. L. Mc-
Cauley, Michael Savage, A. R.
Gholson, B. K. Gold. I. P. Gerhart,
Mrs. N. V. Gerhart and Mrs. Ludie
Cross. The attorneys for the com-
plainants are A. R. Ghilson,Michael
Savage and H. N. Leech.
The complainants claim that the
original incorporators never intend-
ed that the corporation should be
formed for prefit. Its c.iarter was
granted with the same privileges
end rights of the Mt. Olivet ceme-
tery, Nashville.
For Sore Feet
"I have found Bucklen's Arnica
Salve to be the proper thing to use
for sore feet, as well as for healing
hurl's, sores, cuts and all manner of
abrasions," writes Mrs. W. Stone.of
East Polond, Maine. it. is the pro-
per thing, toe, for piles. Try it! Sold
tin ter guarantee at Conk St Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy. 25e.
SUICIDAL COMPACT
Suspected as Result of Third Case of
Self-Destruction.
PRINCETON, Ky.. Aug. 1.—
Lofton P'Pool, a young man of this
city, shot himself with suicidal. in-
tent. The pistol used wa- a Colt's
special 32-calibre and the ball en-
tered just below the heart, passed
through the stomach and came out
near the backbone. The attending
physicians state that Pool will not
survive over twenty-four hours. He
is a son of W. B. P'Pool, a well-
known blacksmith and woodwork-
man. This is the third suicide of
young men under 21 years of age the
past two years, all of whom were
chums, and it looks as if they en
tered an agreement of self-destruc-
tion. All were excessive cigarette
smokers.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder
trouble that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do
more. For sale by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
••••-•,-
SUMMER RATES TO CERU-
LEAN AND D A SON.
Beginning Saturday May 16th,
1908, and on every Saturday and
Sunday thereafter up to and includ-
ing Sunday, October 18, 1908, the
Illinois Central will sell tickets to
Cerulean and Dawson Springs, Ky.,
and return, for all trains Saturday
and Sunday morning at rate of one
fare round trip.
G. R. NEWMAN, Agt.
STOPS ITCHINC INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes. Blotches,
Eruptions. etc., Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
Prescription, the new skin remedy.
its success has exceeded the most
sanguing expectations of the dispens
ers who gave it to the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial dis-
figurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burnings
and itch ings of eczema are stopped
with the first application.
In minor .skin troubles such as
rashes, blotches, pimples, black-
heads, barber's itch,- salt rheum,
itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
sults show after a few applications.
A muddy, greasy or sallow complex-
ion is quickly improved over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price 60cts.
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN




















The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 3() years, has borne the biz-nature of
and has Lei made untlici per..
sonal super ris; ma since it; incagiey.
Allow no one to deceive ycia in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-go. d" are but
Experiments that trifle with and ittclanfrer tl.o health of
Infants and Children—ExpeAience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic;
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation.
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bow' is, giving.- healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pak Lacea—The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
izi4eA
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years,




Is proven in every walk of life and the
most potent fact of all is the undisput-
ed result that all men who now .have
fortunes began with saving accounts.
Try it, it's an undertakin in which you
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
cent. interest and open an account
with you even thougn you begin with
but a single dollar,
Commercial St
Savings Bank.




Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Time Card. Corrected Jan. 13, ]9013
NORTH. SOUTH
No. 62 St. Louis Express. ..10:16 a m No. Si kit. Louis Express .. 6:19 p ma
No. 64 St. Louis Fast. 10.06 p m No 68 St. Louis Fast Mail. 6:37 a
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 a in Orleans Limited. . .11:60 p re
No. 66 Hopkineville Accom.8:66 pm Nc. 65 Hopkinirville Accom.7:0s a •
No. 94  .6:43 p m No 96 917 a m,
Nos. fs2 ard 64 conneet, at St. —011-13 .or all I 011:11/1 est.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south a
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 65 make direct conneption at Guthrie for Louisvill., Cin
;innati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 68 anp 56 also connees
tor Memphis and way points.
No 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to paints
oath of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta and Macon, Also Pullman sleeper
to New Orleans. Connect at Guthrie for points east and west
J. C. HOOF,. At.
INDIAN REFINING C711
(Incorporated)
We have just completed our Delivery Station at Hopkinsville,
where we are prepared to handle promptly all orders for Refined
Oil, Gasoline, Lubricating Oil and Axle Grease. Our tank wagons
run to all parts ot city and county. Barrels delivered to all points.
S. U. Wooldridge, Agt., Cumberlan
d Phone No. 40
tiome Phone No. 1182
Strictly an INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY
Ask Your Grocer to Give You India Refining Co's BLUE GRASS OIL
OR. H. C. BEAZLMII
Specialist.
EYE. EAR, NOSETAND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. in., 2 to 5p.
in. Office, Main St., over Kress's
Store, Hopkinsville. Ky.




















Let Us Save Money for You.
If you will investigate the offerings on our center counters
tomorrow and Saturday you will find that we can save a
large part of your week's allowance for you. Every item in tod
ay's list is seasonable and far below real value.
Silks! Silks! Silks! 
de-
sirable Surahs, Fourlards and other Fancy Silks 
Many of these silks sold as high as $1.50 and they are 
ALL COLORS, NO BLACKS 
69c
Remnants of Beautiful Silks, 25c
give you choice of any of them at per yard 
Not a big lot but we want to close thcm at once, so will
SOME GOOD BARGINS IN THIS LOT 
25c1Great Bargains in Silks at 69c
Linen Sheeting
offer 2 yards wide Union Linen Sheeting, heavy




Per yard for 26 pieces Seersucker Dress Ginghams, suitable for Child-





Long 'cl Gloves .Long Silk Gloves
1 .98 16 button White and Pearl GraysImported Kid Gloves, 1. 98 69c
always sold at 3.00 and 3.60, 2 days at 1.98
\ 
..- /\ 
16 button length Moequetaien, White Pink, Grey,
Lavender, these colors only, 69c pair
Red and69c)
UNIQUE AFFAIR
WILL BE THE PEMBROKE 
HORSE
SHOW
T. A. Knight, in Lexington Hera
ld,
Comments on the Many Unusual
And Attractive Features.
Writing in the L4xington 
Herald,
Thomas A. Knight disc
uases the
Pembroke Horse Show in the 
flllow-
ing complimentary manner.
The most unique of all th
e horse
shows that will be held in 
Kentucky
this year and probably one of 
the
most unique fairs of its kind to 
he
held in the United States will 
be
conducted at Pembroke, Ken
tucky,
during the first week of Septembe
r.
There are so many odd features 
to
the show that it is hard to emphasize
any particular one. In the first place
more money will be put up at t
his
show than any • other horse fair,
which, of course.will result in bring-
ing a tremendous crowd of horse-
men and will brin r out the best
there in the state in the way of horse
flesh. The principal stake will be
lor $1,000, and there will be other
Makes in proportion.
As a matter of fact instead of pin-
ching in on some of the stakes, the
way some of the managers of horse
shows are doing, this association is
iguring on a plan for giving an ad-
ditional stake for a three gaited class
that may carry with it as big a purse
as that given for the five-gaited
saddle classes.
Another odd feature about the
show is the fact that it is given dur-
ing the afternoon and evening and
the principal events will take place
eat in the open air • under a myriad
of brilliant electric globes. The stake
has not been officially decided up-
on, however, and whatever action is
taken in this respect will depend ,up-
on tbe reception give to the whole
plan by horsemen in this part of the
state.
The show at Pembroke will last
three days and in addition to the
thousand dollar stake theta is guar-
anteed at the present time upwards
el $1,000 for other saddle classes.
The winner and second place winner
of this stake is barred from other
classes at the show.
There will be rings for
colts and fillies, there will be rings
01111110Jor five-gaited and fag: 
Vilkoe.441-04
- geldings; there will be rings for
combination horses and_lit -fact or
effort will be made to have as good
a class of horses at this show as
there will be at the State Fair, the
Sloe Grass Fair or the Louisville
111.11111tre Show. In the roadster class
L ..-- 21 • I 
a ••••
and in the harness class a larg
e
prize in actual money will also be
offered.
John H. Williams, of Pembroke,
who is responsible in a large measu
re
for the success of the Pembro
ke
Horse Show, has been in Central
Kentucky for about a week working
up interest in the affair and 
reports
that all stakes will be well filled.
"SAWDUST TOWN"
Where Most of The Acrobats And
Tumblers Come From.
Where do all the acrobats and
tumblers come from? Where do they
learn their trade? There is no scho
ol,
as such, for the training of men w
ho
imperil their limbs for a living. The
advance ,car manager, of the Sun
Brothers' Greater Shows, which was
recently here billing for the appear-
ence of their exhibition, on Aug. 20,
and who is by the w•-ty is an old re-
tired acrobat and is now followirg
the advertising branch of the show 
Turner, Capt. R. S. Pool, Lloyd
business, solved the above questions 
Blakely, J. S. White, and Presley
El. Atwood, of Cadiz, resolutions
when he told where he had learned
to leap and turn springs in the air
and fall on the back of his neck
without injuring himself.
Most of the tented show acrobats,
an not a few of the rough and tum-
ble comedians of the stage, who have
graduated from the ring, were reared
and learned the rudiments of their
business in the lumber towns of the
northwest. In the "business",these
are known as "Sawdust" towns, on
account of the sawmills, which are
their chief industry.
There are many of these in Wis-
consin and Michigan' and several in
Lowa that have turned out the bulk
of acrobats and tumblers in the busi-
BURNING OF DEPOTS
s I gown, elaborately trimmed with
lace, and carried a huge bouquet of
bride's roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Diuguid will be at
home to their friends on Gaston ave-
nue.—Memphis Appeal.
The groom is the son of W. A.
Diuguid of this city and has many
friends here. He located in Memphis
sometime ago.
IS CONDEMNED BY CITIZENS OF
CERULEAN SPRINGS.
Meeting Was Held Last Saturnay
=Night at Which Strong Reso-
lutions Were Adopted.
neS8.
In the "Sawdust towns" the small
boys have exceptional facilities for
learning to turn somersets and hand-
springs in the great beds of sawdust
that surround the mills. Soon they
begin to try the more difficult feats
they see done in the shows that visit
the towns. After school hours they
tumble until it is time to go home
and do the "chores." From out of
them all there generally rise two or
three boys who get the knack of ac-
robatic feats, and these work in con-
stant rivalry, each trying to excel
the other.
One day along comes a tented show
and the best boy applies for a job
and shows what he can do. Perhaps
he is given a chance as a "topmount-
er," or a top man in a pyramid act,
because he's light and active. When
he gets older, heavier and.tronger,
he May become an "underdtander,"
or one of the men who help to hold
a mountain of men on his shoulders.
If he works hard and studies he may
become a good aerobat-in time. But
he got his start on a sawdust pile.
The_Sun BrQthers. Greater Shows
whieh alYpear MN :tithe near future
present as a special feature an en-
semble of some of the very best ac-
robatic and athletic acts ever put
together, they will be offered by
such clever people as the Atlas
Troupe. the La Pasque Troupe, the 
elated:




some unknown person or persons in
destroying the depot at this place
recently, as well as the depots at
Gracey, Christian county, and Otter
Pond, Caldwell county, and de-
nounce it as an outrage committed
upon our community by reckless or
thoughtless person or persons upon
innocent people, and feel that they
might as well burn any of our other
public buildings as our depot.
Second. We deeply sympathize
with the Illinois C9ntral railroad in
their loss, which we feel is greater
upon us than upon the railroad, as
we feel that they had taken no part
In the tobaccO trouble throughout
this section and had nothing to do
with the soldiers coming into this
country.-
Third. We are not asking soldiers
to come to our town, and do not be-
lieve that we need them, but if all
the soldiers of Kentucky are sent
here we will allow them a place to
camp and treat them as courteous as
we knew how.
CERULEAN SPRINGS, Ky.,
Aug. b.—Residents of this neighbor-
hood held a mass meeting here last
Saturday night to denounce the re-
cent burning of the railroad station
here.
A large number of men were pres-
ent and Tom 0. Turner presided.
Following short addresses by Mr.
were adopted pledging the support









A wedding of/ unusual interest,
which took place Sunday evening,
was that af-Miss Lovti$r Wilson and
H. R. Diuguid, ofIleipkinsville, Ky.




The Rev. J. T. Myers offi-
The bride, who was unat-




Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt has returned
from Newport News, Va.
Miss-Virginia Mayes, of Prince-
ton, is the guest of Miss Joy Hern-
don.
Mrs. Ora Snedigar and little son
and daughter, of Stockton, Cal., arc
now visiting relatives and friends in
this city. Mrs. Snedigar was form-
erly Miss Jennie Smith, of Hopkins-
ville. She will be here three months.
Mrs. L. J. Harris and Misses Hel-
en Wright and Helen Boyd have re-
turned from a visit to relatives in
Fredonia.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cannon and
children, of Princeton, Ky., are vis-
iting Mrs. Cannon's sister, Mrs.
Matthew Charlton.
Miss Sannie Charlton is visiting
relatives in Madisonville..
Mrs. W. W. Johnson is visiting in
Earlington.
011Ell A PRECIPICE
NEW YORK, Aug. b.—United
States District Attorney Baker of
Washington, who successfully pros-
ecuted the government land frauds
in the northwest, and bride of two
months and several companions on
their honeymoon, had a miraculous
escape from death, when their auto-
mobile. running down a sharp hill
on Walnut mountain, near Liberty.
N. Y., got out of control and plung-
ed over a precipice 300 feet in height.
The machine turned three complete
somersaults in the air and lodgbd in
the boughs of a tree thirty feet be-
low the brink of the precipice,where
it hung upside down, the occupants
still held prisoners in the body of
the machine.
All were badly bruised and fright-
ened, but none was seriously in-
jured with the exception of the
chaffeur. His skull was fractured,




_ I have purchased the feed store
atirife-cery of H713717"bnfa and will
handle groceries, •feedstuffs, coun-
try produce bought and sold, also
sell the best coal. Your patronage
solicited. Respectfully
W. W. LITTLEFIELD.
• • 7,10Nala-......‘ a
•-•
SOLDIERS ARRIVE
AND ARE NOW GUARDING RUS-
SELLVILLE.
....•••••••••••
Capt. Dan Carrell is in Command.—
Citizens, Armed With State Rifles
Guarded Last Night.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. Aug,. 5.—
Co. H., of Louisville, under the
zommand of Capt. Dan Carrell, and
fifteen men from Bowling Green ar-
rived here this morning under or-
ders from Gov. Willson. They will
guard this city until after the trial
of Rufus Browder at least. There
was no demonstration made when
the soldiers arrived.
Last night the town was again.
guarded by the citizens in order to
be prepared against any possible at-
tack that might be made by any
band. The citizens were armed with
rifles which had been furnisle by
the state.
Today conditions are quiet and
with soldiers on the ground in such
numbers no further outbreaks are
expected.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 5.—in
order to direct particular attention
of the Logan county and other of-
ficials to the lynching of the four
negroes there last week, and to in-
duce the display of the utmost zeal
in apprehending the members of the
mob, Gov. Willson has offered a re-
ward of $500 for their arrest and con-
viction. He says:
"On Saturday morning, August 1,
1908, a mob estimated at from fifty
to one hundred armed men entered
the city or Russellville, proceeded to
the jail, and took by force from the
jail four negro prisoners, Virgil
Jones, John Jones, Robert Boyer,
and Joe Riley, and bung them.
Nobody claims that these negroes
had killed anybody or were acces-
sories to killing anybody or had
committed any capital offense. They
were confined on trivial charges,
held by the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky disarmed, in jail and helpless.
It would have been a cowardly
thing for one armed man to attack
'these helpless prisoners. For fifty
or one hundresi armed men.to do it
and to take the lives which God
alone or his laws could take without
crime is one of the basest and most
shameful crimes in the history of
the commonwealth. They have add-
ed to tae stain of crime the basest
•
Kentucky's honor and decency a
by-word.
I hereby offer a reward of $600 for
the apprehension and conviction of
each and any of the criminals who
took part or were accessories to those
murders. This reward to be open




THE LAW MUST BE UPHELD.
Aside from the fear of the law we
are a nation of barbarians—remove
the law and we would in a little
while revert to a state of savagery,
therefore the importance of uphold-
ing the law and those whose dutrit
is to execute it. The mob spirit is
intolerable to every patriotic citizen
and a disgrace upon our civilization.
It is true that the law is often lax in
the punishment of crime and moves
slowly in the execution of the guilty,
but better a thousand iguilty nrena4
escape than the punishment of one
who is innocent. The people as a
whole in any and all communities
deplore the mob spirit that prevails
all over the land, east, west, north
and south, but there is an element
everywhere—and in many instances
composed of citizens of
the highest respectability—who for-
get their duty to society, to law and
order and to their fellow men, who
under stress of great excitement do
things which in their cooler judg-
ment they deeply regret.
There is one crime in the calendar
which almost always calls for sum-
mary action and when the accused
is known to be guilty but few con-
demn those who act in such mat:\1-4
ters, yet it is a violation of both the
laws of man and God to take a
man's life without giving him a fair
and impartial trial by his peers.
To take a man's life upon mere
suspicion or rumor of his having
committed a crime is horrible—
it is murder pure and simple—
it should be frowned upon by
all good citizens in every com-
munity everywhere. The strong arm
of the law must be invoked to do
away with the mob spirit and one
way to accomplish it—and it is the
only way, since no one can ascertain
the individuals composing a mob—.
is for judges and juries when called
upon to.-Uy men for crime is to give
them a speedy trial and if guilty
-promptly-mete out justice to thein
and allow nothing to interfere wit h
speedy trials and swift justice—allow
no guilty man to go unwhipped
justice by the shrewd manoeuvea
and sharp practices ofconscienceless
lawyers and characterless juAies.—
*sr
